R e n o v a t i o n Slowed
eva l u a t i o n

of

f un ding und erway
by Margaret Saunders
Rumors have been floating around campus,
surfacing among faculty, students and administra tors, as speculation continues on why Roberts' reno
vation crews have not been at work this week. According to plant engineer Stanley Palmer , who is
handling the renovation work for Colby , the slowdown is a normal procedure tor building construction as a re-evaluation period before the commencement of final opeiations.
"I'm very concerned about all these rumors
going around carpus," Palmer says, while pointing
out that Co1' ...udents know little about actual
construction processes. The architects planning
Roberts' renovation-, Alonzo Harriman Company
submitted their final plans last week to Palmer and
the contracting company , H.P.Cummings.(Colby ,
instead of dealing with various companies oy
a bid system , the way most building contracts are
taken care of, is arranging everything exclusively
between the two companies.)
"At this time," Palmer explains, -ws are
instituting a temporary hold on the bulk of the
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A Weekl y Miracl e
by Kevin R. Convey
Hetdt Neumann sits %n the ECHO office on
third floor Roberts. It is Wednesday night at 8:O0,
and her desk is lettered with half-edited stories and
some that haven 't even been touched; all of -which
•will appear in the paper at dinner time tomorrow,
The typists have been working since Monday on
the three thousand column inches of copy that will
fill Thursday 's pap er. Only two thirds of that amount
have been finished. Two pages out of twenty have
been laid out. Work on the paper will continue until the sun comes up, when the f inished pages will
be taken to Belfast for printing. The finished
prod uct, wrapped in nea t bundles, will appear at
Colby before dinner time on Thursday. Heidi Neumann and some of the ECHO staff will probabl y be
sleeping.
For those who are connected with the ECHO
it seems a miracle that the paper makes: it out every
week. What is even more miraculous is that the process described above has occure d regularly since
March of 1877, when the ECHO was first established. The COLBY COLLEGE ECHO is one-hundred years old this year, and in honor of this occasion, the rock y course of the ECHO'S history
is presented as paraphrased from Ernest C. Marriner's excellent History of Colby College,
Tlie COLBY ECHO began as a monthly publication in 1877, financed by tho recently formed
Colby College Publishing Society , and , strangely
enough, the DKE fraternity. Joseph files first
edited the paper, which at that time published

ments. "Well, we do have a. permit its hanging in
the Superintendent's office . It's dated February of
this year. Anyone who wants to can come down to
take a look at it." He adds, "We are not experiencing
labor conflicts of any kind either."
When asked -whether Colby has actually gone
over its original budget for the renovation , Palmer
replies "no comment." The architect also refuses
to comment, and the building contractor was unavailable for any statement. Vice-President Pullen, who
administers'all budgetary matters for the college, is
on vacation . But informed sources involved with tlie
renovation plans told ECHO reporters that the new
figures on the cost of the building are from $200,000
to $400,000 higher than initial estimates.
If Colby has actually gone over its budget ,
sources stated that it would then be necessary to
re-think some of the. plans, possib ly excluding
a few of the items previously mapped out in original designs. However, the bulk of the renovation
would remain essentially the same.
The halt in the major work will, in any case, be
a temporary one. Palmer expects, "we should be returning all workers, or at least a full size work
photo by Susie Gernert crew , to Roberts by either next week, or certainly, by
the week after that." Other sources believe that it
work, although workmen are still building the
might be necessary to await Pullen's return on May
darkrooms, doing interior modeling, moving the
bookstore , that sort of thing. We've finished all the
12, if any "budgetary matters are to be considered
before the major work is resumed.
major blasting out in front of Roberts, and. .generally ,
Of tlie over-all renovation so far. Palmar
the job has been moving ahead significantly. " He
continues, "Since we have just received the detailed
notes "I'm very satistied with our present schedule ,
plans from the architects, it is not unreasonable, at
.and I' m very satisfied with "the progress we've
made on the renovaiton to this date." He points out
this point, to stop and examine the drawings in detail, while -we re-evaluate our cost estimates, to sort
that Colby's WMHB is in new facilities the
ECHO is in its proper place.. ( ? ? - Ed. ) the loft
of find out where we stand. ""
has been cleared for use, and the darkrooms are aAs far as the rumors go, Palmer feels they are
bout half finished. He is definately expecting all
"ridiculous....A couple of people.have asked me if
w ork to be completed by the fall deadline.
we have a "building permit for Roberts." Palmer com-

Stu dent Gui Ity
of C o n d u c t

Char ge

by Nick Mencher
Claiming that the presence of Patrick Gill will *
"serve as a effective deterent to future incidents."
the Student Judiciary , on April 25th , recommended
to Dean Earl Smith that Gill be put on social probation for the rest of his Ccftby career after finding him
guilty of conduct detrimental to the college.
Gill was found not guilty of the charge of as
sault and battery by the student judiciar y board.
ECHO staff circa 1977- Kent Wommack , J im Zendman
Gill , who will graduate next January , had been
photo by Susie Uernert
charged with assault and battery upon the person of
literary pieces as well as campus news. In 1886 the
William Calhoun and conduct detrimental to the genECHO became a semi-monthly . It began to be
eral welfare of the college by th* Dean 's Office after
published as a weekly in 1898.
an incident which took place in the early morning
The ECHO boasts a long line of editors who
of April 16 at a party in the Delta Kappa Epsilon
have achieved success after leaving Colby in various
fraternity .
fields. E. Donald Record , who edited the paper in
Gill admitted to, using ' derogatory racial re1911-12 , went on to become editor of The Portmark s" during the altercation. Calhoun , a black
graduate of Colby who works in Miller Library , suf
lan d Evening Express. The editor of the paper in
1934-35, Edward J. Gurney , Jr., hns become the
fered three chipped teeth as a result of the incident,
controversial Senator Gurney from Florida , of
v . A person found guilty of conduct detrimental
to the general welfare of the college is subject to susWatergate Committee fame , and the popular writer
pension. Speakin g for Stu--J.. Chief Justice Evelyn
of children's books, Alvin Schwartz , edited the
ECHO in 1948-49. The list is almost endless.
Muller explained that they feli that "the sanction of
The mechanics of financing the ECHO have
social probation reflects an incident involving conduct as opposed" to racial attitudes," and that exbeen problematic throughout its history , and
remain so today. Durin g tlio early part of its hispulsion would also not be appropriate because "it
tory the ECHO survived on subscriptions and adimplies that you can eliminate the problem by revertisements squeezed from local merchants. Eventrieving the person" and that 'we felt thnt Gill was
tually , the studen t body voted to make subscripguilty of using racial derogatory rernarks but that
tion to the ECHO mandatory for all students ,
lie isn't a. racist."
assuring the paper of a fixed income, and making
In commenting on the decision , Calhoun said
proper budgeting possible. The ECHO , however ,
lie thought Stu-J had tried "to be as fa ir as they
was only able to meet publishin g costs through
could ," but that the recommendation to Dean
what amounted to be a national trend. In the early
Smith and the Colby community "lacked continuC on tinned on page tbre
Continued on page eight
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Allletters must be signed and submittedby
Monday evening. Nameswill be withheld upon request.
kacism Reaction
To the Editor:

T h e W o r d s We Use
President Strider's column in the Spring '76 issue of the Alumnus, "On the Erosion of Standards," has created
great stirs of controversy because of his remarks on grade inflation at Colby. Lost among the furor was the development of another issue—the decline of standards in the use of the English language.
In making conversation or in the examination of written fri aterial . one is ofte n appalled at the manner in which
the English language is usecl. Two areas of our society seem to be particularly guilty of this fault. These are the
media and the social sciences.
The EC H O, like many other ne'wspapers, is often not as careful as it would like to be in its grammer and diction
Articles are often edited and proofread three or more times and yet glaring mistakes will slip into the p ages of each
issue. What is particularl y dangerous is the excessive use of jargon or ''catch phrases." Television news broadcasts
are as guilty of this as any medium.
The social sciences in recent years have developed a trend towards giving every facet of our lives a special label .
Introductor y- social science courses at Colby are infamous for supplying students with hundreds of specialized
terms for each given di scipline. The terms often have one meaning in one course and another meaning in a second.
Social scientists from two different areas ca.n use the same word and yet be unable to understand each other. lt is
entirely possible to hear , 'Do you mean that term in the sociological, psychological, economic, or governmental
sense?" Edwin Newman has outlined this phenomenon in his recent works, Strictly Speaking and A Civil Tongue.
It is encouraging to note that there has been an awakening to these problems in recent years. Yet it is still
discou raging that the world's most enli ghtened people cannot use its langu age nearly as well as it could in less
enlightened times. Some cast blame on the growing influence of television on our lives. Today 's childre n spend far
more time in front of a television than with a book. I suspect that this may be a major cause.
No matter what the cause, it is importan t that this problem be recognized and corrected. It is unclear whether
remedial action should be taken in the elementary or secondary schools or whether institutions of higher learning must
play a part. '
What can be done at Colby to correct this problem is also unclear. The English requirements help ; but they
cannot correct years of built-in habits. The ultimate solution may be in ourselves and in our habits : a return to
the pleasures of reading and to spirited and structu red debate could certainly do no harm.
DPL

Most of the time. . .1 am not so overly violent.
I remember that I am invisible and walk softly
so as not to awaken the sleeping ones. Sometimes
it is best not to awa&en them; there are few
things in the world as dangero us as sleepwalkers. .
—Ral ph Ellison
The Invisible Man p.4
Early on the morning of April 16, one of
the sleepwalkers woke up . Many of you know
Bill Calhoun as a jovial person , who doesn't
hassle anyone , but instead just does his best
to get along. He graduated from Colby this -past
December and has remained in Waterville to
work in the Colby Archives.
. After midnight Friday ,' Bill ' and a friend
went to DKE for a few nightcap beers. The
two went down to the basement to buy their
beer. Bill was stan ding alone when three white
men approached him.
Ac cor ding t o Bill , ' One walked up to me
and said , 'OH , YOU'RE BLACK!' THEN , HE
STARTED TO RUB MY HAIR AS IF TO TEST
ITS KINKINESS FOR BLACKNESS. " Bill's
reaction was, "It was so bizarre . I didn 't know
what was going on or why. I didn't know these guys. I turned and walked away ."
The bigger of the three followed Bill. .
They faced each other "THE BIG GUY ALL
OF A SUDDEN , FOR NO APPARENT REASON SPAT IN MY FACE !" Bill was shocked and
humiliated. In retaliation , he threw his beer
into this stranger 's face. "1 called him a racist
bigot. I jacked him up against the wall . If there
was going to be a fight. I wanted it fair and
now."
continued on next page
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April 28 , 1977

LE TTERS
This fellow, who was later identified for
Bill as Pat Gill, sud denly changed horses midstream and said, "I don't want to fight. I don't
want to fight . You're black and you think you're
better than me but you're not." All of this
happened in the basement of DKE. The two exchanged racial slurs. Finally , each went his own
way.
One of the most shocking aspects of this
episode, as far as we and Billy are concerned ,
is that this entire incident occured in front
of many people, students of Colby College.
AS FAR AS BILL AND HIS FRIEND WERE
AWARE, NO ONE WAS SHOCKED. NO ONE
CONTRADICTED THIS BLATANT OUTBURST
OF RACISM. THE MAJORITY LAUGHED
AND EGGED PAT ON. THE INEBRIATI ON OF
THOSE INVOLVE D DOES NOT EXCUSE THEIR
ACTIONS OR LACK OF ACTION. The lack
of action, in fact appears to be a tacit endorsement of the racist attack Bill was suffering.
About fifteen minutes after this initial
episod e, Bill and his friend walked to their
car to return to their home off-campus. Soon
after , Pat Gill appeared in the parking lot .
In typical Calhoun fashion, unable to find any
logical response to the situation , still complet ely
hurt and befuddled , Bill laughed. Pat responded
with ridiculous incoherent statement. Bill went
into a fighting stance. He shouted , ''O.K. You
want to fight . Let's have a fair fight. Man
to man." Pat still refused , all the while taunting
Bill , now claiming it was he who had spit in
Pat's face , accusing Bill of being OVERLY HOSTILE - LIKE ALL BLACKS - AND FINALLY
DEGENERATED TO SHOUTING "NIGGER."
In retaliation to this verbal abuse, Bill shot a
punch . Pat continued to refuse to a fight and
continued to taunt Bill. Enraged , Bill kick ed
him in the shin, begging for a fair fight to end
the hostilities. The fellow once again refused.
Bill gave up. He reached for a glass pitcher
of beer from his friend and tipped it up for
a drink. Pat still stood there.
"ALL OF A SUDDEN I FELT A TREMENDOUS FORCE HIT ME. HE HAD JAMMED THE
PITCHER INTO MY FACE. WHEN I REALIZED
WHAT HAD HAPPENED , BLOOD WAS ALL
OVER MY MOUTH , THREE TEETH WERE
CHIPPE D AND THE (expletive deleted) STARTED
TO RUN UP THE ROAD , SHOUTING , 'NIG GER. '"

St u-J

Continued from page one

ity in that there was no indication of which party
was in the right and which was in the wrong."
Calhoun pointed out that the statement "claimed
both parties were equally at fault, and why tor. Gill
was at fault , but they didn't explain why I was at
fault . I consider their statement to be a whitewashing
and if t heir goal was to whitewash the incident they
were successful ancl did it fairly ."
Mr. Gill was unavailable for comment throughout
yesterday.
When asked if he thought there was a problem existing on campus involving racism , Dean
Smith said he felt that the incident involving Calhoun and Gill was an exception. "I don 't believe
there are racist attitudes prevalent on campus among
students , or faculty, or staff ."
One of the student Justices, Steven Earle ,
said he was "not surprised by the incident. It was
merely a matter of time. Racism runs rampant on this
campus. It's not the blatant kin d like the incident
involving Gill and Calhoun. It's picked up in conversations and attitudes."
When asked if he thou ght the racial situation
would change with Gill's presence on campus as an
example , Earle said he thought things would "remain the 'same ." He went on to say "I truly don 't
believe this Incident is representative of Colby
as a whole, I think Colby students are educated
enough to know this is wrong.''

Bill wants something done. He wants his
dental bill covered. He is considering pressing
charges with the police. He wants Colby to take
some action. "As a recent Colby graduate, I
feel that this inciden t is a degradation to the
Colby degree and a frightening embarassment
to the college. "
Dental bills can be paid. Payment of
that expense , how ever, is minimal compensation for the pafn of humiliation and degradation of being singled out as a "nigger " and
spat upon. The denigrating effect of this
episode strikes at the heart and mind of Bill
Calhoun, as well as every member of the Colby
black and white community.
Sincerely ,
Nancy Bengis '76
Joanne Chappie '77
Geoffrey L. Rogers '80
Natalynn M. Boykin '79
Peter Jordan '80
Pamela Sloane '80
Daniel S. Roman '79
Marcia M. Gomez '79

To the Editor:
The SOBU would like to express its deep
regret and concern over the case involving
Patrick Gill and Bill Calhoun.
We feel that the questions that are being
raised by this incident call to attention several
issues about race relations at Colby in general.
In order that the right lessons be drawn
fro m it, we urge that the Dean of Students or
any authorized organizations undertake a thorough investigation of the case.
S.O.B.U.
To the Editor :
I am writing this in response to the racially
oriented incident which transpired in the early morning hours on April 16 at the DKE fraternity party .
Needless to say, I am thoroughly embarassed
and ashamed to admit that such an incident ever took
place. Even more to the point , I am mortified tothink that such a happenin g was allowed to occur in
full view of members of the Colby College Community
As far as I am aware, not once through the course of
the incident did anyone blink an eye oi raise a hand
in protest of what was going on. If they had , an'd I
The following is the opinion presented by Chief
J ustice Evi Muller and Vice-Chief J ustice Susan
Berko-Merkin on this Case:
To the Colby Community:
On M onday, April 25 , at 1:30 . the Student
Judiciary Board met to hear the case of William
C. Calhoun vs, Patrick J. Gill. After the long
deliberation the Board reached the following
verdicts :
The defendant , Mr. Patrick J. Gill was
not found guilty of the first charge assault
and battery, by a 6-2 vote. However the defendant was found guilty of the second charge conduct detrimental to the general welfare
of the college by a unanimous vote.
It is the Board' s opinion that the sanctions recommended to the Dean of Students
are sufficient as it must be taken into consideration that Mr. Patrick Gill has already suffere d
defamation to his person and impairment of
his standing in the Colby community . The sanctions arc as follows :
1) Patrick J. Gill must pay for one-half
of all Mr. William C. Calhoun 's dental fees from
said incident through May 31. 1977.
2) Patrick J. Gill should be put on social
probation for the remainder of his ' Colby career.
Central to your under standing of why such sanctions are being recommended , it is necessary for
you to comprehend what transpired durin g
deliberations.
Assault and battery are d efined as follows :
Assault: Putting someone in imminent fear
of one's well-being; Battery: Actually touch ing
the person , not necessarily hurting the individual
but scaring. The charges of assault ancl battery
were not in the Board 's opinion satisfactorily
proven . Under these circumstances the Board
fools thoy both boar equal responsibility for any

am making an assumption here, such an interchange
of words and actions w ould have immediately been
interrupted.
What is even more shocking, to the point of being
breathtaking, is the way fraternities in the past and in
the present have condoned -violent or degrading actions
within th eir houses by allowing them to continue unchecked, in full view of the brothers and guests. It is
the ' responsibility '1 of observers as well as participants
that acts of "barbarism" occur . Their real responsibility is to stop such an episode in its tracks .
I am not placing the blame of the incident on
the parties between which the actual interchange of words
and actions occured, because though not typical in i+s
blatancy, it is by no means atypical in the Colby Community. It was not the first incident of racism on
this campus, and unfortunately I must say that it will
probably not be the last. My personal feeling is that
it was just a matter of time before such an interplay
would have eventuated. It is for this reason that the
Minority Community, more specifically , the Black Community , is very concerned over how this matter is
handled.
Colby has expressed interest in building a viable
minority community. This facade of hypocrisy should
not continue. If it does, what assurance can Colby offer its minority community that behavior of this type
would not reoccur in the future under renewed efforts?
If tins situation is not rectified , if this BLOT on Colby 's record is not erased , the blame will not rest merely
on the participants or upon the administration , but on
the entire Colby community.
My personal response to an unsatisfactory conclusion of this episode would be to actively discourage
any black/minority student from attending an insti tution that does not respect or protect his or her rights
as a human being .

-

Sincerely,
Steven M. Earle esq.
S.O.B.U. Member
Justice of Stu-J
I.R.C. Member

To the Editor :
After hearing the recent , extraordinary ,
but true details about racism at Colby , I would
like to air my views as a concerned minority
on campus. Is this the first blatant racial attack
on a minority or is this the first publicized
attack? Sure , I have been in the Pub and heard
something purposely directed at me. When a
speaker was needed for a certain occasion , two
white students said, "I don 't want no Black
speaker ; I want a good white man!" Then the
intent listener noticed me and tried to nonchacontinued ori page four
damage incurred as a result of said incident.
Regarding the second chaige , the defendant ,
Mr. Gill, did admit to using derogatory ra cial
remarks and the Board feels that this action is
detrimental to the welfare of the college. The
Board feels , however , that although the defendant acted this way it was im possible to determind if it was used as a provoking mechanism
and this is certainly expressed in the sanctions
we imposed on Mr. Gill. Our justifica tions for the
sanctions are : as a Board we feel that both parties
were equally involved in the incident ancl thus
it is unfair to penalize Mr. Gill in this regard .
In terms of this we feel that given the sanctions
available to us, social probation is the only effective means to deal with this type of behavior.
We fee] that suspension or expulsion is not only
unjust , but would not be an effi cient solution.
Instead we feel that Mr. Patrick Gill's presence
within the Colby community would force the
population into realizing that racial actions .
are not someth ing ' that can be tossed aside but
must be confronted and dealt with , within the
Colby community. Throwing Mr. Gill out of
school sugge sts tha t he is an exception to the
community . H owever, it is the opinion of the
Board that this is not the case and it is hoped
that social probation will influence Patrick
Gill's future behavior on campus and tha t he will
set an example for the college community .
There fo re , Patrick Gill's presence on campus is
imperative as this could not happen if he was
dismissed from college .
In conclusion , the Student Judici ary Board
feels that racis m in any form by any person is
useless and -unnecessary . In addition , flic Board
hopes that the net result of this case is that such
attitudes have no place within the college commun ity.

!—— L E T T E R S
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of the controversy have the same motivation compe
tition for grades.
Colby is fortunate that grade competition is not
as intense here as at many other schools. On the other
hand , people here do not seerp to work for much becontinued from previous page
sides grades. There is little excitement about educalantly inform his companion of my presence.
tion for its own sake. It is this lack of excitement
He just sucked his teeth and continued.
that makes the present situation dangerous.
Certainly , there have been many racist
The situation is that Colby is focusing more and
encounters, small and large, but the one that
attention on grades. The reduction of the scope of
more
occurred at DKE, on Saturday night is the epitome.
pass-fail had a paternalistic implication to it , not just
Is it necessary for minorities on campus to shy
that Colby students don't work except und er grade presaway fro m campus involvement and activities
sure , but that they never will. Of course, the answer
in order to be sheltered fro m this racism? Or
is not to look and see why students care so much about
is it necessary for these minorities, who feel
grades.
Oh no, it is to make them more important.
that it is their right to participate as Colby
The same problem of treatin g sym ptoms and not
students, to take protective measures while
causes
exists in the present cheating proposals . By
attending these functions? Or is it necessary
putting
so much emphasis on catching and punishing
for minorities to leave this campus in order to
cheaters,
the school also puts more emphasis on grade
maintain themselves physically and mentally? Should
competition.
we follow Malcolm X' s advice: "Do not turn the
What Colby should stress instead is the school's
other cheek" or Martin Luther King's earlier
commitment
to the ideals of a liberal education. With
advice to turn the other cheek?
a
healthier
academic
atmosphere, where students valued
Billy, as a concerned fellow minority ,
education more than grades , the motivation to cheat
American , and human being, I give you my
would decrease.
sympathy.
In the meantime, cheating remains a problem.
For tho se who were involved at this
M ost of the presen t proposals are designed to catch
incident, as spectator or participant - as a con
rather than prevent cheating. This is ineffective. The
cerned minority, A merican , and human being
approach should not be to threaten students , but to im
— I give you my sympathy also.
prove test conditions and make students more responsible.
Daniel S. Roman
Tests should be humane. Unneeded pressures should
President of SOBU
be removed to let students concentrate on showing what
I.R.C.
they
have«learned. With reduced outsid e pressure, stuMember of Committees
dents
may not feel a need to resort to dishonest tactics.
on Com mittees and the
The suggestion to break up large classes and reSteering Committee
duce crowding is a good one, because it improves test
conditions. The suggestion to increase proctoring is a
bad 'one. because it adds extraneous pressure. It makes
Defense of Cheating:
students feel mistrusted and tense, makes them worry
about whether they look like they are cheating even if
they are not.
To the Editor :
The tests themselves ought to be examined. A
final exam that can count up to 50% of a semesterOn the subject of cheating the proposals by the
Committee on Academic Dishonesty are attacking symp- grade puts an incredible amount of pressure on stutoms , not causes. They may or may not solve the surface tdents . Is it worth putting students through hell to
evaluate their academic performance? Can one test be
problem of cheating. They will serve to make the
an accurate enough reflection of a student's work to
root problems of too much empahsis on grades, patercount half a semester's grade?
nalism, and bad testins pr ocedures worse.
Tests ought to contribute to a student's educa The main reason people want to crack clown on
tion. So called 'objective" tests should be constructed
cheating is a pragmatic self interest . They don't want
more carefully. Too often .they ask picayune ancl mean
anyone to have an unfair advantage over them in what
ingless questions whose only virtue is that they can be
they view as the competition for grades. The funny
thing is, this is almost exactly the same as the most
answered in a few words. When a test does not allow
common justification for cheating : 'Everyone else
a student to show lus understanding of a subject but
forces him to memorize large numbers of minute facts ,
is doing it , so if I don 't, I'll be at a disadvantage."
,
j
ust
it
is an invitati on to cheat. There should be more use
These cheaters are
a Utile less moral or a little
of take home and essay tests, which allow students to
more realistic (depending on your viewpoint) then
organize their thoughts and express them clearly . Test
those opposed to cheating. The point fe that both sides

Sincerely,
Chris Lowe '

,' "

"'

Intellectual Snobbery
To the Editor:
¦¦
.
-i,
I read with interest Peggy Braasch's summary
of Joseph Epstein's piece on "intellectual and artistic fads" in the New York Times Magazine. One is
led to the inevitable conclusion that Ms. Braasch's , :,
effort to "bring forth excerpts" from that article
indicates essential agreement with Epstein's position,
though she recommends only that we seek the it full' '
persuasive effect of his argument" by reading the
.
-.
essay ourselves.
I have.
Mr. Epstein (and , by implication, Ms. BraascK)
embodies the heoconservatism that Prof. Jacobsoii
recently described in his ECHO "Rapprochement"•¦;.
analysis of the ''Back to Basics' school of educational "theory." Epstein and Braasch are infatuated
with the "passage of time" hypothesis, a nebulous
system of values which would deny college students
and professors the opportunity to deal with contemporary theory or subject matter unless those methods /
materials had "stood the test of time" (whatever that
means). A decade? A century? A thousand years? ;
Ep stein and Braasch center one abjection on
the study o'f American culture/ an enterprise that
seems both parochial and "trendy" in light of their
universalist value system. Obviously Greek culture
or Roman culture or French culture or German culture or British culture' or Chinese culture (or any : ¦
com bination of the above) is legitimate.-Any cul- •
continued on, next page
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periods should be extended so that students are .not
pressured for time.
Finally, Colby should eliminate proctoring and
institute an honor system similar to ones used , at o.jiier
small colleges. Students would pledge not to cheat,
and if observing other students cheating, to confront
them and report them to Stu J or the Dean of Students
If there were a second complaint the student would be
brought up before the Board or the Dean for discipline.
This approach would leave it up to the students to
solve their own problem, rather than relying on the paternalism of the institution.,
..
The Committee on Academic Dishonesty is right
in raising the issue of cheating. ' This approach , however
is somewhat like trying to cure a runny nose by drying
it up with an electric hair dryer. It may or may not
work, but it is sure to cause other problems. The preproposals raise d anger of increased, grade emphasis ""'
increased paternalism as the college adopts tlie 'attitude
that students can't be trusted , and a further reduction
of an already destructive testing system-
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April 28 , 1977
continued f r o m page four

the -weather is cold or blustery .
This is a small nit to pick but I've never liberated
myself entirely from the influence of the musty pedant
who taught me historical methodology and insisted that
history — even in rhetorical details — should be set
down " . . . wie es eigentlich gewesen."

ture besides the one in which we live is amenable
to analysis because, one surmises, these others have
"stood the test of time."
Bosh.
Epstein and Braasch may have confused the
serious study of American culture with Bicentennial
schlock, but does anyone seriously believe that colleges
would be better off were we to proscribe the writings
of Hawthorne, Melville, Whitman, Twain, James (W. &
H.), and Faulkner? If we banned Paine. Henry Adams,
Dewey, Edmund Wilson, Bellow, and Margaret
Mead because they're trendy"? Do we dismiss Amen
can painting, American sculpture, American architecture, American politics, American history, indeed
all American thought , as somehow unworthy of scrutiny and serious inquiry?
Epstein (and, one hopes , Braasch) realizes that
all those incredibly worthy "other" cultures are allowing students and professors in- their colleges to
deal with American culture, but apparently this
world-wide ''trendiness" has some sort of intellectual respectability as long as the students and professors are, say, English or Japanese . After all, they
can't be accused of parochialism can they now?
All of us engaged in the study of American
culture like to believe that we — students and teachers
alike — are learning 'how to think." We also believe that America has provided us with something
complex to think about and some thinkers to help
our labors. To deny that is to practice the most
virulent of parochialisms — intellectual snobbery.
No sane person argues that only Americans should
be studied, but to deny the reality of American
culture and its utility and depth as the subje ct of
inquiry is to certify oneself as either ignorant
or wifty .
One might ask what Epstein is doing writing
for and Braasch reading, an American newspaper?
Just slumming, I guess.
Charles Bassett
Director American Studies

Not So Empty
To the Editor:
For the benefit of Prof. Raymond (ECHO, April 21 , p. 16) and others I'd like to report that hi addition to being used for vestigal. religious rites the
Chapel is used relatively frequently for formal and informal musical concerts, large campus meetings, social
affairs, classes, meetings of student groups, small theat
rical productions, fraternity and sorority initiations ,
and as a try sting place in the late evening hours when

Sincerely ,
Thor

M U D D Slin gin g

To the Editor :
I find myself compelled to comment on- Mr . Kent
Wommack's column "On the Bus" that appeared in
last week's issue of the Colby Echo. In light of Wommack's Mudd-slinging, I feel the need to defend a
building unable to defen d itself. Wommack seems to
be taking out his pent-up frustrations on the Mudd
building - he is apparently unaware of the fact that
the wheels of progress must inexorably spin forward.
This is a sad but true fact of life.
Colby is, I freely grant , a quaintly picturesque
seat of higher education - the quintessential New England college. The powers that be apparently decided
some time ago that the science facilities were lacking
and the decision was made to augmen t these facilities with the addition of a new science building. This
may be lamentable for quaint , picturesque people but
the decision , once made . held. The construction of
the Mudd building is now nearing completion , and you
either like it or you don't. Wommack apparently does
not.
A newspaper is a sounding-board of public opinion.
The more effectively this opinion is stated, the firmer
the ground on which the writer stands. Wommack is
standing, literally and figuratively, on mud.
A close look at the column indicates that less
than half of it was spent elucidating on the writer's
aesthetic judgement of the building. Mr. Wommack
•spends the first three paragraphs of his column agonizing over the fact that the proletarian element is infil
treating our sequestered campus. It seems to me tha t
his commentary transcends the humor it purports to
purvey and amounts to little more than the snobbery he
seemingly disdains.
If Wommack is an effective commentator he
must focus on the object of his attentions i.e., the
Mudd building, and not the ideology behind it. He
states that the building detracts from the ' eye-appealing
symmetry" of the campus. Virtually any building, .be
it consturcted totally of glass, would do the same.

LETTERS
As to the lack of window space, around 1920
there was a revolution in architectrue spaw ned by the
principle that "form follows from function." Previous
to this, the colonial school designed buildings from the
outside in, sacrificing efficiency for symmetry . Especial'
ly in a college, the desire, obviously, is to ohtain the
most for the least amount of money . We have to think
of tilings like efficiency and lasting value. I think the
Mudd building will work well a building's ultimate
test. But I' m not proposing a sacrifice of aesthetic
value. Admittedly, the fenestration at the back of the
building is quite sparse, but I would guess this is a
function of the building's internal design.
The building's beauty comes fro m the shape of
its masses — masses which, by the way , lose th eir effect
when punctuated with windows. Look closely at the
building - how its roofline is identical with that of
Keyes until it is met by a large rectangle that corres
ponds with the right wing of Miller Library. Tlie curve
of the side closest to Keyes when viewed from the
quad , softens the transition between the old and new,
allowing it to flow , and permits us a good view of that
side of Keyes. Space prohibits a complete elabora tion
of the building s architectrual merits, but I feel that
the architects respected the other components of the
campus and successfully integrated the Mudd building
into its environment.
The remainder of Wommack's column deserves
no comment. Though it may elicit a sardonic
chuckle from an occasional reader : it must be recognized for what it is filler .
Sincerely .
Steven Chooliian

B o a r d R a i s e d S t u d e n t F e e s by $ 1 4 5 . 0 0
by Kevin R.. Convey
Colby students can expect to pay more in student
fees next fall and in falls to come if costs and inflation continue to rise as they have in the last few years.
Increased insurance and maintainance costs, rising
¦wages and inflation are just a few of the factors which
necessitated a $145 raise in student fees voted by the
Board of Trustees on May 16th. According to Admirtis-^
trativc Vice-President Robert W. Pullon , whose duties
include developing the budget and presenting it to the
President and the Trustees, the jump was an unavoidable one resulting from v 'extraordinary increases in
costs which we could not anticipate ."
Tlie raise , due to go into effect next fall , will
affect student fees in three areas: the room charge
will be raised from $600 to $700, the .General Fee
will go up from $190 to $225 and the automobile registration fee will be hiked from $10 to $20. These increa
ses will be in addition to the $400 jump in tuition
voted by the Board of Trustees last January.
Tne increased room charge will aid in the upkeep
of dorms and will help support tlie operation of the
new student union. Unlike other colleges of Colby's ilk,
the school has never charged a separate student union
fee. In addition to mentioning the rising maintenance
costs of many Colby dorms, Vice-President PuUen cited

nsmg oil, utilities, and sewerage expenditures as contributing to the need for the increase.
According to Pullen , there are some plans afoot
to upgrade communal lounges in Dana and in other
dorms, plans which, in order to be realized , will require
the additional student revenue from the room charge .
Regarding these improvements, Pullen said, "We will
make an attempt to upgrade the facilities because if
students are to pay more, we should try to do a better
job."
The General Fee covers three major expenditures : the Student Association allocation , the student
medical insurance premium, and the cost of under writing the operation of the Health Service. Pullen
pointed out that $25 of the $35 hike in the General
Fee , the increase of the insurance premium , allows
students to utilize some health fa cilities at Thay er Hospital at no charge to themselves. A fter the Student
Association allocation has been made , and the medical
insurance premium paid , the balance of the General
Fee is far from enough to pay for the operation of the
health service. Says Pullen , "In fact . In order to support
the cost of the Health Service from this particular fee,
we would have to charge between $40 to $45 more per
student."

When questioned about the Automobile Frustration increase, Pullen said "We have never even charged
enough to pay for security patrols in the parking lots
let alone enough to cover lot expansion . snowplowin&,
and general maintenance."
Pullen noted that the registration fee at Colby has
lagged behind that of other Maine Colleges for years.
"Bates and Bowdoin have required a $25 registration
fee from their students for some time."
Tullen states that student fees at Colby have always been lower than at other comparable colleges,
and even with next year's increases Colby will be among
the bottom two or three such institutions with regard
to total cost . "Colby 's charges and fees have simply
la gged behind to a point where they cannot be held
down any longer ," Pullen said. "Inflation has finally
caught up with us."
The outlook fox the future presents "a grim picture ,"' according to Pullen , He stressed that "this new
break-even budget is necessary to keep up with the
rising costs of existing programs. It will not permit
the expansion df those programs or the development
of new ones: If we are going to do more th an wc
are now d oin g , we will need more funds.'

the echo imdeigixxmd gu ide id suimer jobs
the ins and outs of where to work

martha ' s viney ard
by Jac k Thomas
Martha's Vineyard is one of the most p opular
summer resort areas for young people in New England. It attracts a summer population estimated at
40,000 p eople as compared to a year round residency
of only 6,000 people. Like all resort areas, Martha's
Vineyard has distinct advantages as well as disadvantages.
The most appealing attribute of Martha's Vineyard is its beautiful scenery and abundance of secluded ,
unspoiled beaches. Unlike Cape Cod , Martha's Vineyard is protected from the hordes of tourists who co mmute from Boston and Providence, by its separation
from the mainland. There is a wide variety of summer
activities available to the public, of which swimming,
tennis, and bicycling are the most popular .
On the negative side, competition for summer
.jobs is keen , and the cost of living on the Island is
high. Most of the jobs available are provided by the
restaurants: j obs including waiting tables and bussing
dishes. By mid-June all of these jobs are taken, and
positions don 't open up again until late July and early
August.
There is a large demand for professional instruction. Tennis and sailing instructors : qualified life guards
and academic tutors are usually able to find employment by advertising in the local newspaper The Vineyard Gazette . There is also a high demand for chamber
maids and private hou secleaning. The key to finding
a job on Martha 's Vineyard is persistence and patien ce.
There is a high enough turnover in jobs so tha t anyone
who really wants employment can usually find it.
Housing is expensive , and nice apartments or
houses are difficult to find. Single rooms can be
rented for $25 - $30 per week. Many of the jobs with
restaurants and motels include dormitory accomodations . Food , liquor , and gasoline on the Island are all
considerably more expensive than on. the mainland ,
and the opportunities to spen d money are so numerous
that even the most thrifty will have difficulty conserving funds.
If you're interested in saving money this summer,
Martha 's Vin eyard is probably not for you; however .
if you're w illing to put up with the usual drawbacks
of a resort area, you can spend an enj oyable and
memorable summer on Martha's Vineyard.

summer camp
ay Alan Taylor
Ah , to work at a summer camp in Maine; what
better way to get back to nature and feed yourself to
mosquitos; the cry of a loon echoing over a clear lake ,
the howling of a child whose entire wardrobe has been
flushed down the bath-house toilet , the pine-scented
arom a of the great Northern Forest.
As a rule , summer camps are located on lakes in
the interior of the state. At the risk of heresy in a
college which has "discovered" Camden and Acadia , I
will contend that I would prefer to spend a summer by
Ranyely or Little Sebago Lake rather than the Greater
Wellesley North thnt Bar Harbor is in July, Indeed , the
interior lakes are tourist attra ctions, but beca use the
visitors are fewer and poorer , commerci alization is
lower keyed and escape into true wilderness is still a

possibdity. The water is swimmable and a beer can
still be bought in a bar for fifty cents.
The pace of life on a Maine lake is slow compared
to life at Colby College or Bar Harbor in the summer.
If you enjoy the slower pace you will enjoy working
at a camp.
No summer camp is listed in the Fortune 500
and none of the great American tycoons got their start
at Camp Gitcheenooma. Most M aine camps do not
make a lot of money and none dish much out to the
hired help. Most offer room and board , a pittance of
spending money and a "grea t experience in the Maine
woods." The finan cial rewards will not attract you to
work in a summer camp. At the risk of swamping the
financial aid office, I will leak the information that
better money, up to $100 per week , can be made
through work study if you are eligible for financial
aid and have a job lined up with a non-profit camp.
Lam not the best qualified person to write this
article, for my work experience has been at a day camp,
a rarity among summer camps. At a day camp you
can knock off at 5:00, go home and one six pack
later forget that little Joe Schmo hates you for letting
his six foot bull snake go. At the best overnight camp

f un and fortune await

p hoto by Peter Secor

an attitude of "We*re all in this together" creeps in
out of an instinct for survival. Unless you are willing
to help your kids put a dozen frogs in the camp nurses
medicine chest or build a bonfire in the camp director 's
office , you will become something of the enemy , the
figure of authority who will suppress a lot of the fun.
It is inevitable, as kids are in camp determined to do
as much as they can get away with -while the people
that hire you expect to get back a whole camp with
no casualties on Labor Day.
You work at a camp to try to make sure that
every child you work with has a good time. Kids
are unique and special people who offer a challenge
that can be thrilling or draining depending on how
willing you are to meet them halfway . If they don 't
like you , be sure you have adequate medical and life
insurance. I have spent summers as a camp counselor
for the last two years and will probably do so for the
next one as well. It has been worthwhile and vastly
preferable to working.

boothbay harbor
by Leslie Ramsey
For those of you still looking around for summer
employment why not consider a job.at a resort along
the Maine coast? I can guarantee are enjoy able as well
as a lucrative summer. 1 was lu cky enough to find a
wnitrcssing jo b at the Spru ce Point Inn In Boothbay Har

bor — one of several posh resorts that dot the coast.
The motto of the Inn reads ''Where Comfort dwells
and Service excels" and this proves true for the guests
'¦
as well as the workers.
The advantages of working at the Inn far outweigh the disadvantages. The one major disadvantage
was that all the help works seven days a week , so those
of us who occassionally like to get away from it all
and take it easy can't , however , there is enough to see
hi the Boothbay Harbor region itself to eliminate the
need for lengthy expeditions.
The Spru ce Point Inn hires mostly college students
and we all lived and dined at the Inn. We formed a
tight little community that worked and played together *
as you would expect. We were well paid and treated
nicely. Among the dining room help , all tips were
pooled , eliminating competition. The help was allowed
free use of the swimming pools and tennis courts and
we were invited Inn sponsored dances.
Boothbay Harbor comes alive during the summer,
so while I was there "help wanted"' ads appeared throughout the summer on establishment doors frequently.
4
People come and go so it is easy enough to get a jo b
at any time durin g the summer. Housing as not difficult to find nor is it expensive •- just look through
The Boothbay Gazette for ''housemates wanted . . ."
What kind of tangible advice can 1 gave as to
how to get a job at a resort? I he ard about the Spruce
Point Inn through a friend. I wrote the Inn for an application in February and in April I was hired sight
unseen, having no waitressing experience. Unfortunately, not many people are so lucky.
I w ould say that the best tactic, if possible, is
to visit in person the businesses in Boothbay in mid-June |
when the season is j ust beginning. This practice would
apply to any resort area you choose.
Frequently , the resort is short of help at the
opening of the season, and so it is the best time to be
around , checking out the . possibilities.

waterville
by Cilia Bondy
Waterville in the summer is very different
fro m the frozen wasteland we see the rest of the
year. I spent the summer of 76 here working at "
Waterville Municipal Pool ., as a swim ming teacher
and lifeguard I had daily contact with many local
people includin g hundreds of kids. By the end of
the summer my New York accent was gone and
I felt like a part of the community.
For those of you who have considered spending this summer here. I have a few suggestions': '
living arrangements are probably best made by
finding Colby people already living downtown who
«
¦*
won't be here , Our experiences with different landlord s were good, because they like to have someone
living in an apartment that would otherwise be
empty for 3 months.
The Belgrade Lakes offer many possibilities
for places to live but these must be hunted for and are
not convenient for anyone without a car, The
Belgrndes also offer j ob possibilities at camps,
restaurants , ancl cottages, Here again , the only
way to find the job is to travel around and look
for it, Jobs around Watervi lle do not seem plentiful although some do exist The variety may seem
extremely limited but you have to keep in mind that
its not much better anywhere else ,
Waterville does not set my closer to Boston
in June than it is in January , its ju st safer and
easier to jje t there. We found that working a full
*
co n tinne d on pag e seven
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by Chin Chiari Hsu
Ever since former President Nixon's visit
to Mainland China in 1972 , debate has continued
over ^whether or when the U.S. should establish
diplomatic relations with the Communist regime
in Pelting, and in the process se-ver the long standing relations with the Republic of China on Taiwan.
In recent years, most American public opinion
seems to favor this move. Its supporters contend
. . . sucl> hostile actions are typical of
the Chinese Communists' attitudes toward the US in the past 20 years. . .
that at the. present time. Communist China serves
as a counterb alance that keeps the Soviet Union's
expansionism in check. They also claim that
Communist China is a major world power " and
that it would be to the United States' advantage
to have "friendly " relations with such a p ower.
There are also those who want to make a large
profit from what they think will be a large market
in the 800 million people of Mainland China. But
such' arguments are based either on wishful thinking
or distorted facts.
Tlie Chinese Communists have never looked
favorably toward the U.S., whether in the past or
at present. They consider the U.S. to be the w orst
imperialist nation and have criticized and actively
opposed almost all U.S. policies everywhere around
the world. Two very recent examples of this hostility are the Vietnam "peace" Accord and the
Mayaguez incident.
During former Secretary of State Henry
Kissinger's negotaitions with the North Vietnamese
in Paris, he flew to Peking and got the Chinese
Communists to agree to put pressure on the North
Vietnamese to accept the accords and to pro mise
not to assist them in any future invasio n of tlie
South . But , as is now known , they never stopped
supplying the North Vietnamese with the military
equipment that led to the fall of South Vietnam
to the communist forces in April of 1975.'Less
than a month later, the communist Khmer Rouge
of Cambodia seized the privately owned American
ship , the Mayaguez . Before former Presiden t
Ford ordered the use of force to retreive the
ship , the U.S . sent numerous messages to the
Chinese Communists thou gh the U.S. Liason
Office in Peking, urging them to help solve the crisis
None of the messages were answered. All that
the U.S. got in return was a string of official
J O uS

statements that blasted the U.S. for supposedly
trying to invade Cambodia. Such hostile actions
are ty pical of the Chin ese Communists' attitudes
toward the U.S. in the past 20 years.
Therefore, it is exceedingly unlikely that
Peking would heed American advice on its relations
with the Soviet Union. If they want closer ties
with the Soviets, which is highly unlikely , they
will do it whether or not there is an American
Embassy in Peking.
Even if the U.S. could influence Peking's
Soviet policy , there is little the Chinese Communists
can do to counter Moscow. Militarily , Communist
China is not nearly the world power that many
assume it to be. It's true that they have exploded
a series of nuclear bombs in the past decade . but
from all indications, they are barely able to launch
them beyond their own borders. It's also true th at
they have the largest land army in the world but
in numbers only. As far as equipment is concerned ,
they are far inferior to all the other major powers.
The New York Tunes recently stated that
Communist China is ' 'preparing for a war in the
70's. with the equipment of the 50' s." Their Air
Force and Navy is ev«n more primitive. But despite
the fact that both strategically and militarily the
U.S. has little to gain fro m diplomatic ties with
Peking, there are still those who want such ties
because they think it will promote U.S. — China
trade.
. . . even on the economic front the
US can expect little benefit fro m ties
with Communist China.
Ever since the days of the American "Open
Door" policy towards China in the early 1900's,
traders and businessmen have dreamed of getting
rich fast by cashing in on China's vast market.
But what are the realities of the 1970' s? In 1974 .
U.S. - Communist China trade totaled about
935 million. In 197 5,, the total declined to only
about 450 million, j drop of almost 50O million.
The projection for 1976 indicates that it will drop
even lower . During the same period , American
trade with Taiwan, which is roughly 1/200 the size
of Mainland China in a^rea and 1/50 the size in
population , increased from 3 billion in 1974 to
4.5 billion in 1975 and a projected 5.5 billion for
1976. So even on the economic fron t the U.S.
can expect little benefit from ties with Commun-

no place to be" but if you enjoy small er towns
cleaner air, lakes, farms, and some really good
people, then Waterville and the surrounding area
can provide all that and more.
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Taiwan . That is one of Communist China's preconditions for full diplomatic ties. The Republic
of China's government has also said that it would
be compelled to sever relations with any nation that
establish such ties with Communist China for it
still considers itself to be. the "sole legal government of all China.
Another pre-condition Communist China
has set is tljat the United States break its mutual
defence treaty with the Republic of China. This
treaty has little actual significance for after the
U.S. experience in Vietnam, it is unlikely that tlie
U.S. would get actively involved in another foreign
war . Moreover , Taiwan is able to defend itself
in case of attack . But breaking the treaty can have
severe consequences for the U.S. around the world
The-U .S. has similar treaties with many nations
around the world , notably Japan and the NA TO
£North Atlantic Treaty Organiz ation) countries.
Many American allies would seriously question the
reliability of a U.S. treaty if the one with the
Republi c of China is scraped especially if it is
done under pressure from a third party .
In the past decade, we h ave seen a steady
decline in American prestige all over the world.
This has been esepcially true in Asia. Whatever
one's view may be on the Vietnam war. the
fact remains that since the U.S. withdrawal from
Vietnam , many of the non-communist nations
in the area have abandoned the United States as
an ally . The U.S. has lost ali its bases in Thailand
and will soon'„lose its bases in the Philip pines.
Taiwan is one of the few places in which the
U. S. still has an ally . The United States should
realize that it is time to strengthen its ties with
friends at the expense of. its foes and not the othe .
way around.

Is China A
Cap ita list Sta te ?
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... the United States would gain al
most nothing from establishing diplomatic relations with Peking

Friedman Tonig ht:

continued from pa ge six

week left us with no desire to take off for the big
city .
'
M aihe has ah infinit e amount of beautiful
places to go within easy driving distance of
Waterville , Bar Harbor , Acadia National Park ,
Camden . Rockport and lots of other towns on the
coast are worth seeing ancl exploring.
For those of you who need "culture" there
is the Theater ' at Monmouth that performs Shakespeare and other productions. The Lakewood
Theater in Skow hegan also does shows all summer
that feature big names and are very well done.
Classical music concei ts are free at New England
Musi c Camp and are fun and relaxing in the open
bowl overlooking Snow Pond. Of course there
are other events such as . the 4th of July party
at the airport and maybe a town party or two
in the concourse .
Waterville is a grea t town in the summer.
Its hot durin g the day and cool at ni;.d U. There
are always things to do somewhere if you don ' t
mind a drive. Even Colby looks different. The •
grass is green , the flowers are be autiful , and
there is a distinct lack of beer cans, Tho spa is
open and somehow Lovejoy looks almost friendly
when yon aren 't late to a class or cutting one.
If you thrive on cities , then ' Waterville is

ist China.
So it appears that the United States would
gain almost nothing fro m establishing diplomatic
relations with Peking, whether political or economic.
But not only would the U.S. gain little, it stands
to lose a great d eal. The United States would lose
its friendly (though admittedly strained hi re cent
years) relations with the Republic of China on

*r^
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Edwa rd Friedman is an Associate Professor
of Political Science at the University of Wisconsin
at Madison and an author of numerous works on
China. He is an expert on Chinese Communist
foreign and domestic policy and in 1969 was the
fi rst China specialist to predict that the Peop le's
Republic of China would be interested in establishing a relationshi p with ihe United States even
without the prior settlement of the Taiwan question. His speech will be an anal ysis of the People's
Republic of China in terms of Maoist ideology .
Friedman is a very dynamic speaker and has
offered - to accept questions on any topic relating
to China following the speech.

E C HO
Continued from pag e one
part of the century, cigarette companies began to
make an advertising foray into college newspapers.
The lavish full-page advertisements allowed the
ECHO to expand from four to six or eight pages.
Funding remains a problem for the ECHO
even now. Because the money that each student
pays for his subscription goes into the Student
Association allocation , the Student Association essentially has the ECHO by the purse strings. Although it never has occurred, Stu—A could conceivably withhold funds from the paper, in reaction to criticism from the ECHO or in judgement
of the paper's quality - or lack thereof.
In the tradition of Elijah Parish Lovejoy .
editors of the ECH O nave bucked local, administrative, faculty and even student opinio n from the
outset. En 1890 , Editor Franklin Johnson , convin ced of the n eed f or a ref orm o f th e a t hleti c
association, rallied student opinion to the cause .
Alfred K. Chapman , Editor of the ECHO in 192425 , presented one of the most dramati c examples
of ECHO iconoclasm in the entire history of the
paper . It seems that around the turn of the century , a Colby chapter of a national secret society
called Theta Nu Epsilon made its presence felt
on campus. It was known , Marriner tells us , as a
"booze society , although its members were probably bigger boasters than drinkers." Not content
with the joys of the keg. TNE , in an attempt to
dominate college affairs,. en listed secret members
from each fraternity. Although others at Colby
tried to halt the activities of the society , it was
Chapman ancl his fellow editors who finally brought
the hammer down. Tlie ECHO proceeded to publish tlie names of known members of TNE , and
demanded editorially that the organization be banned
Although Chapman was anonymously threatened ,
the faculty took action and TNE virtually disappeared from the campus.
Assistant to the President Ri.ci_.ard Dyer recalls that an edit or of the ECHO once roused the
anger of local people, trustees and even risked the
loss of financial support for the college by supporting
Franklin D. Roosevelt in one of his re-election
bids during the thirties. The editor. Rolan d Gammon , apparently called for FDR's re-election on
the editorial page , at a time when Colby was in
desperate need of funds , and when democrats in
Maine could be practically counted on one hand.
Phone calls and letters fro m irate alumni and backers of the college poured in , but neither Gammons
nor the paper were obstru cted by the administra tion in any way . According to Marriner the ECHO
is one of a very few college newspapers that has
never been suspended or suppressed....Colby officials have never tried to control or censor the college newspaper , but have only aske d its editors
to be responsible for the accuracy of their statements .
College credit for working on the ECHO was
granted to the editor of the paper in 1920 , but
due to various continuing squabbles among the
faculty regarding supervision and approval of the
editors, the six academic credits -were taken away
in 1928. In the past decade, the idea of credit
for ECHO editors or of a journalism course in
conjunction with the paper , has been reintroduced ,
but , for the time being, the ECHO continues to be
published by, as Marriner puts it, 'a few devotee!,
students willing to sacrifice time and even marks
to get out the paper : "

Eustis Pla que Stolen
Sometime between Saturday morning and
Mon day morning, the large plaque beside the front
entrance of the Eustis building was stolen .
The plaque which was estimated to value
between $200 and $300, commemorated Arthur
Gayland Eustis, Treasurer at Colby from 1937
to 195 0, for his outstanding work at the college
during its move to Mayflower Hill,
Although Colby security officials do not
as yet have any clues concerning the theft , they
suspect that it was a prank and are hopeful that
the plaque will eventually show up.

Hogendorn
to I n a u g u r a t e
Grossman Cha ir

As the first recipient of the Grossman Professor
of Economics, Jan S. Hogendorn will speak in Given
Auditorium on "Wednesday. May 5. at 8:00 p.m. The
title of the lecture will be ' Economics through the Oeil
de-Boeuf ."
The Grossman chair was announced last November by President Strider following the confirmation of
Hogendorn's appointment by the Board of Trustees.
The chair honors trustee Nissie Grossman a 3 932
graduate of Col by from Wellesley. Mass., in r ecognitio n
of his dedicated service to the college .
As The Grossman Professor of Economics, Hogendorn will deliver an annual public lecture on a current
economic issue of significance with particular reference
to itsjpossible impact on public policy .
A specialist in African economic history and developmen t . Hogendorn has concentrated his research on
the development of northern Nigeria and the economic
history of slavery and the slave trade . International
economics and comparative economic systems are his
other major academic interests.
Before corning to Colby in 1966 , he taught economics at Boston University and held a fellowship at
the Harvard University Law School.
Bom in Lahaina. Hawaii in 1937 , Hogendorn is
a Phi Beta Kap pa graduate 0f Wesley an University and
received his M.Sc, and Ph.D. degrees from the London
School of Economics where he studied under Fulbright
and Danforth (Tent) fellowships.
He has been a Ford Foundation visiting professor at Robert College (Bogazici University) in Istanbul,
Turk ey and taught in 1974-75 at Ahmadu Bello University in Zaria, N igeria ., under a Fulbright - Hayes
lectureship. He has received research grants from
the American Philosophical Association , the Social
Science Research Council, the American Council of
Learned Societies, and the National Science Foundation
Among Hogendorn's essays , articles and other pub
lished works is a book , to be published during the
coming year, "The Origins of Nigerian Peanut Export ing." He is co-editing with colleague Prof. Henry
Gemery The Uncommon Market. Essays in the Econo
mic History of the Atlantic Slave Trade."

Steel I n d u s t ry
to be D ef e n d e d

J ohn F. Heinz will defend
trade tariffs and quotas
for domestic steei
A representative from the steel industry will
speak at Colby in rebuttal to a Gabrielson lecture
by economist Walter Adams. Mr. John F. Heinz,
special assistant to the vice-president in public
affairs for B ethlehem Steel, will be speaking on
"Tariff Protection for the Steel Industry" on
Thursday , May 5 , at 3:00 pm in Lovejoy 215.
Heinz'8 response will be directed towards
Adams' criticisms of the domestic steel Industry
requests for trade tariffs and quotas. Adams speech
on February 17 emphasized the abolition of unnecessary protective trade restrictions which he felt
would interrupt the prices of the markets. Mr.
Heinz contacted the Department of Economics
at Colby earlier this semester to present the steel
In dustry 's side of the story .

An A- 'V O v e r v i e w Bassett On The 30' s
Prof. Charles Bassett will present an audio-visual
overview of the American 30's on Sunday, May 1, at
2:00 p.m. in Given Auditorium. The title of the presentation is ' Cultural Perspectives on the Great De
pression/' Using some 200 slides and over thirty tape
recordings, the lecture seeks to inject life into the his
tory and culture that was the Great Depression .
The economics of the Great Crash are best embodied in the effect of poverty and fear on a whole
generation of Americans. Hear from the Bonus Marchers, the desperate farmers, the embattled workers tryini to organiz e the auto industry. Hear Woody Guthrie
on the Great Dust Storm of 1935. Listen to Depression
ballads.
But also hear the voices of hope -- Franklin
Roosevelt - and fear -• Adolph Hitler. Listen in or,
Huey Long and Firoello LaGuardia , Wendell Wilkie and
Benito Mussolini.
Watch the Hindenberg crash and Edward VIII
abdicate. Talk about writing, painting, architecture,
sports, the New England hurricane of 1938 , and the
Dionne quintuplets. Hear the music of the Big . Bands ,
see the stars of memorable films , and eavesdrop on h
the radio programs of the decade.
Observe the approach of World War II , with the
concluding cataclysm of Pearl Harbor.
The presentation , then , makes its audience aware
of the multi-faceted nature of one of America's most
memorable decades. All who experience it will be ' .
aware of the ways in which the Great Depression still
haunts the American consciousness in the 1970's.
The presentation was given several times at Colby
in the summer and fall of 1975. Its most recent showing was at the University of Minnesota on March 30,
when it keynoted a series of lectures on the G reat Depression sponsored by the American Studies Progra m
at the University of Minnesota.
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Sp e c i a l E l e c t i o n
on F r i d a y
A special election will be held on Friday , April
29 for the position of Vice-President of the class of
1979. Voting will take place at lunch and dinner in all
dining halls. Candidates are Barbara Crof t Linda Frechette , and Bill Muller . Statements were received, from
candidates Frechette and Muller.
Linda Frechette is seeking the vice-presidency with the confidence that she is fully prepared to accept the responsibilities it will entail.
She feels that her enthusiasm for the class of '79
enhances her qualificaitons for the office.
Frechette believes in class unity wholeheartedly ; she plans to help coordinate various
class functions which will enable fellow classmates
to get better acquainted. She feels that her willingness to devote time and energy clearly demonstrates
her optimism regardin g future class activities.
Frechette firmly believes that familiarity
within the class itself will undoubtedly strengthen
the underlying Nwise of closeness throughout the
entire Colby community.
Bill Muller states that, "Until the recent
elections for Junior Class officers, the class's
activities were negligible. With the new officers,
one party has been scheduled already. There is
no reason why the Junior Class cannot add even
further to the social life next year.''
Muller continues, "Any large number of
people with strong, imaginative leadership can
accomplish a great deal. I feel that I will be able
to work well'with the present officers to provide
that leadership."

Nearl y $3,000 f o r
Sp rin g Carnival
Academic Life Chairperson Mike Scott announced
at Tuesday's Stu-A meeting that he feels the EPC will
not deal with any substantive policy matters until after the Graduatio n Requirements Subcommittee issues
its report in N ovember . The Student Association Executive Committee also approved the Spring Carnival budget and dealt with a number of other issues.
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SIMESSO EL ECTED
SENIOR SPEAK ER

A LOOK AT
SENIOR SCHOLARS

Resulting from the elections held last week ,
Awetu Simesso has been chosen by the Senior class
to be the class speaker at Commencement.
Simesso has previously been lauded for his
oratory talents. In 1973, he was awarded the first
prizes in the Hamlin and Goodwin Speaking contests
and in 1976 he took second place in the Goodwin
and the Levine contests. This year , he was awarded
first prize in the Levine contest.
He has also appeare d in numerous theatrical
performances at Colby including A School For
Sca ndal , The Beggar 's Opera, and Lower Depths.
He is most recently known to the performing arts
community for his role as King Herod in J esus
Christ Superstar this past January . Currently , Simesso plavs the lead in Othello.
Simesso was awarded "Freshman of the "Year '.
in 1974. He has also been a member of the Plannh
Committee of the Board of Trustees for two years
as well as a member of the Foreign Students
Admissions Committee this year.

by Kathleen Keegan
If the signs for senior scliolar presentations
have aroused your curiosity as to exactly what a
senior scholar is, and the five-liner definition
in the catalogue didn't satisfy you, here is an attempt to explain it.
The Senior Scholar Program offers the
student a chance to do sustained scholarly work on
the undergraduate level. Originally the idea was
to similate a graduate school situation with close
interaction with a professor in a specific academic area
The student receives six credit hours (ea ch
semester) senior year to pursue a project which
has been approved by-the Senior Scholars Committee. The work can be a dissertation involving
research, a creation of a tangible work of art , or
a data collecting project which results in a paper.
The topics can be of a wide range and in any
discipline. At the end of the senior year, the scholar
must give a public presentation of his/her work.
Senior year Jan Plan can be used if the student
chooses but it is not mandatory .
The program is flexible in terms of the projects but certain guidelines must be followed. Applicants must have a tutor to sponsor the project and the approval of the chairperson of the
specific department. These two people along with
another faculty member chosen by the student ,
comprise the tutorial committee which grades the
project. The project must be proposed to the Senior
Scholar Committee in the spring of jun ior year.
This committee reviews the applications, interviews the applicants, then votes on whether the
project is valid as ''scholarly work ." Normally
there are ten senior scholars each year.
The most vital aspect of the Senior Scholars
Program is the close relationship between the tutor
and the student. This gives the student the opportunity to create a more personal intellectual relationship than he/she could receive in the classroom situation. It also gives the student the chance
to explore areas beyond the curriculu m at Colby.
In the past , Senior Scholar projects have included research in the sciences, poetry, conducting
symphonies , artistic work (the murals in the Spa
are brought to you by a senior scholar), to name
just a few .
If you are interested in the Senior Scholar
Program , you should begin to develop ideas about
your project during junior year. A junior year Jan
Plan in a related field might be helpful , particularly in determining whether or not you can work
with your tutor. You should then be alert for
the notices about the application process in the
spring.
The program is strongly recommended for
those who wish to extend their interests beyond
the normal scope in a gratifying educational experience.
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Poet David McCord

Grants For

To Speak At

' Understan ding '

Theatre Dedication

Tlie Institute of International Education today
announced the official opening of the 1978-79
competition for grants .for graduate study or
research abroad in academic fields and for profession trainin g in the creative and performin g
arts. It is expected that appro ximately 550 awards
to 50 countries will be available for the 1978-79
academic year.
The purpose of these grants is to increase
mutual understandin g between the people of
the United States and other countries through
the exchange of person s, knowledge and skills.
They are provided under the terms of the Mutual
Educational and Cultura l Exchange Act of 1 961
(Fulbright-H ays Act) and by foreign governments ,
universities and private donors.
Applicants must he U.S. citizen s at the
time of application , who will generally hold a
bachelor's degree or its equivalent before the
beginning date of-the grant and , in most cases,
will be proficient in the language of the host
country. Except for certain specific awards , candi
dates may not ^olcl we Ph.D. at the time of appli
cation. Candidates for 1978-79 are ineligible
for a grant to a country if the y have been doing
graduate work or conducting research in that
country during the academic year 1977-78.
Creative and performing artists are not
required to have a bachelor's degree , but they
must have four years of profession al study or
equivalent experience . Social work applicants must
have at least tv/ o years of professional experience
after the Master of Social Work degree candidates
in medicine must have an M.D. at the time of
application .
Selection is based on the academi c and/ or
professional record of the applicant , the validity
and feasibility of the proposed study plan , the
applicant 's language prepara tion and personal qualifi
cations. Preference is «iven to candidates who have
not had prior opportunity for extended study or
residence abroad .
Inform ation and application material may be
obtained from Prof. Jean Bundy, Fulbright Program
Adviser at Colby who is located in L409-G with
office hours daily fro m 9:00 to 10:00. The deadline for submission of applications to Prof. Bundy
is October 15.

Poet and essayist David McCord will be
speaking at the dedication of the n«w Strider
Theatre proceeding a student performance of
Othello this Saturday evening April 30 , at 8:00pm,
David McCord has published numerous books
including several volumes of light verse for which
he has achieved world recognition. His first volume
was published in 1926, entitled Oddly Enough.rlt
is also the author of many highly regarded essays.
Most noted in McCord' s poetry is his wit,
wisdom, and warmth in observing everyday life .
On of his oft quoted couplets was "written while
dialing at a restaurant, in a frustrated attempt to
gain the attention of the waiter:
By and by
God caught his eye.
A maj or portion of McC ord' s work has centered
on poems for children. He believes that they are
naturally attuned to the rhythms of living and have
a natural feeling for the proper words. He says that
they lose it too soon when "someone tries to teach
them the mechanics of verse. " One of his short
poems for children is "Cocoon":
The little caiapillar creeps
Awhile before in silk it sleeps
It sleeps awhile before it dies
And that 's the end of three good tries.
McCord feels that his greatest poem may be
"Poet Always Next But One." which earned him
the Benet Medal . A portion of it reads:
American poet next but one .
This is wha t we have done
. To this your fathers won:
This is the nightmare - vihat the physicists
Ca ll surface tension Or perhap s ex cess invention,
hi the corrected phrase , the plastic age
hi plastics , the electric age of spas tics .
Age of the internati onal nervous b reakdown
Age of prematu re remorse and postponed joy ,
American poet nex t but one,
The san ds in the glasses run;
Brighter will shine your sun.
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BERRY'S
ART SU PPLIES

74 MAIN STREET
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s p o r t sM a r t i n e z Posts
A n o t h e r Victory
by Steve Roy
Colby fireballing ace Rene Martinez posted
his third straight victory in as many decisions on
the 19th of this month when he stopped UNH ,
6-4. The Wildcats came back in the nightcap to
win, 5-3. The weekend doubleheader at home
against Nichols was cancelled due to wet grounds ,
and the home contest against rival Bowdoin was postponed from Monday to Tuesday . Coombs
Field was the site of 23 runs scored that day as
the Bowdies triumphed , 15-8.
Martinez evened Colby 's record at 4-4 when
he stopped a good UNH club on seven hits while
striking out eight and walkhig four. He was never
in trouble until the home half of the seventh when
UNH scored once and had thetying runs on base .
But Martinez finished strong to strike out a
batter and end the name .
Colby ju mped on started and loser Charlie
Jones for four runs in the first inning. Bobby
Clarice walked and ^v as advanced to thir d when
Paul Spillane reached on a two-base error. Phil
McCarthy singled to score Clarkie and Eddie
Ciampa followed with a three-bagger to score two
more . He scored when Buck Buchanan delivered
a single.
The Mules scored what proved to be the
winning run the following inning. Freshmen Tom
Haggerty and Artie Sullivan both singled , and
Haggerty scored thanks to two wild pitches.
An in surance run was added for Martinez
in the sixth when Bruce Aancleto doubled advanced
to third on another wild pitch , and scored on a
sacrifice fly by Haggerty.
McCarthy , with two singles, was the only
repeat hitter in the game.
Colby managed to outhit their opponents ,
8-7, in the nightcap, but found themselves on the
short end of a 5-3 score at the end of the game .
Gerry Skinder hurled four innings and onethird before being relieved by Bob Keefe . Two
bunt singles by UNH and two Colby errors did
the bulk of the damage as the Wildcats only had
three earned runs.
Spillane was Colby's only repeat hitter with
a double and single . and McCarthy and Buch anan
had RBI singles.
On Tuesday, Bowdoin took advantage of
12 bases on balls, two 3-run homers by Mark
Butterfield , and four Colby errors to emerge
victorious.
Reid Cassidy and Bob Keefe could only hurl
an inning between them before making way for
Gerry Skinder who hurled seven strong innings.
He struck out seven batters and at one point had
retired ten men in order but he became tire d and
Tom Whittier pitched the final frame.
The only brigh t spots for Colby were provided by Paul Spillane who belted two home
runs (5 RBI's), and by designated hitter Dave
Harvey who homered and doubled. Artie Sulliva n
also chipped in two singles while stealin g two bases
and scoring two runs , and Phil M cCarthy had an
RBI single,
So , with half the season completed Colby
sports a 4 6 record headed by Martinet' s 3-0
record and an ERA of 3.0. In his 24 innings pitched
he has 28 strike outs and only 8 bases on balls ,
The offense primarily has been supplied
by freshman standout Artie Sullivan (16-38 for a
.421 BA , 9 . stolen bases, 3 triples) and by sophomore catcher Paul Spillane (12-3 2 for a .375 BA ,
12 RIB' s, 5 doubles , 2 home runs), Freshman
Bruce Anacleto follows with a .333 BA (11-33).
Next is senior Bobby Clark e at .314 ancl junior
Phil McCarthy at an even .300,
The Mules were home to face Maine yesterday with Martinez on the mound ancl are home
on Saturday for a twin bill against Tufts. Game
time is noon . They are also home on Monday for
a 3 :00 con test with Bates.

RUGB Y

TRA C K

He aley Outstandin g
t*

T h e U n d e r wo o d

b y Aaron Lebenger

Invitational

On a drizzly, cold, rainy morning last Saturday, the Colby Track Team traveled -to Brunswick
to face perennially powerful Bowdoin and a revamped Amherst squad.
Bowdoin won the meet, dominating the running events with its fine sprinters and deep corps
of distance runners , while the Lord Jeffs showed
why they are probably the most improved team
in the conference by beating Colhy one year after
the Mules beat them on their home turf.
The weather was the largest factor in the meet
causing generally sub-par performances. Bowdoin
has an excellent tartan track that does not become
a sea of mud in inclement weather, however it
does become slick and treacherous. An Amherst
pole vaulter slipped on his takeoff during his first
practice ju mp and seriously injured his back. Al
though not hospitalized , he is out for the duration
of the spring. After tlris, the word for the field
events was caution . This especially hurt the Colby
team which was unfamiliar with the surfa ce.
The Mules were shut-out in seven events,
mostly due to a lack of depth. Colby took four
first places to Amherst's three, but had only six
second and thirds to Amherst 's fifteen. Bowdoin
won by taking eleven firsts and the remaining
places and shows.
Paul Kazilonis won the high jump. John Cris
pin won the pole vault at 13' 6" . Ron Paret easily
won the j avelin with Brian Denney getting third .
Frosh Jon Bees had the greatest day of Ms track
career, recording a lifetime best in the mile of
4:29- to get third behind two other runners who
also ran lifetime bests that day .
Less than an hour later he came back for a
personal record in the half mile. Not to be outdone , class of 80 Dan Ossoff ran the grueling
three mile in a lifetime best of 15:17 against some
of the best distance men in the state.
But the biggest news of the day was Rick
Healey who only recently picked up the discus
to help the teams and got second with a fine throw
of 131' . More importantly and significantly , Healy
had the best performance of anyone on any of
the three teams that day with a superb hammer throw
of 174*4" . This puts Healey into firm contention
in the national rankings. He is continuing to improve
ancl with thfe national championships still a month
away.
Colby's last me&t of the season is next Saturday at Bates in the Maine State Invitational.

by Rod Marshall
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Regrettably , the Rugby Team feels a little
pompous this week — somewhat like those perennial snots down in Brunswick — but with good
reason. The Muses inspired us and the quick response and generosity of Athletic Director McGee
(with Buildings and Grounds) got the First Annual
E. Underwood Tournament off to a grand start .
(E. gave us our green and gold team colors) Through
all the confetti and fanfare - the crowds were
estimated at between 100 and 200 ,000 — there
could be seen brand new goal posts on an impeccably
lined field! Luckily, our pomposity is not limited
to simply bringing off this grand fete .
Both U Maine and Bowdoin arrived on the
warm but overcast Saturday with intentions of
thrashing the young but thoroughly nasty Colby
Rugby Club . But Colby would have none of it
and put fear into the hearts of both of their
opponents with ominous stares and ferocious snarls.
In the first match against U Maine , Colby 's fifteen
immediately let the game open wide -- there was
kicking and chasing from hell to breakfast.
Pathetically , Colby's tough young team got
suckered. Colby 's strength is in slugging it out
with tight ball control and not in the speedster
finesses of open-field maneuvers . The incredible
power an cl tooth-cru mbling determination of the
pack won a lot of good., clean ball in the scrum and
rucks , (Rucks: informal pushing and [¦ought s by
both team's forward s for possession of the ball),
but the team could nothol d the action tight.
Vicious Gary Devoe , in a fin e individual effort ,
threw two fakes and a sidestep to find open field
. . .but he lost his kneecap in the last falce. He
is presently suffering from dangling-tendon disease.
Those two nasties, Richard Sinapi and Dave Vivian
met similar fates and Colby came out embittered
and short-handed. U Maine had eeked it out. *
The second match was over cuick : Bowdoin
tore apart U Maine 24 to 6.
The furious Colby team was ready for
the finale. Bowdoin had trounced U Maine , but
Colby was cursing and throwing shots indiscriminately (thre e beer kegs were punctured and a
'67 Valiant was scrapped). By God the ball handling
was tight - from the kick off until the final whistle
The team could do not wrong. The Bowdoin pack
did not want to know when a scru m was called
and their backs were in tears. Crane , Muller and
Desbois all cruised in for scores , hut the trucking
Jerry Teevan put in three (count 'em 3) tries.
That high-speed tank , Lenny Saulter , had to be
dowsed with beer to slow his adrenalin. When the
smo ke cleared , the exhausted Colby scrum was
wallowing in imaginary mud. Their bloody and \s
bruised bodies glowed with a 36-0 shut-out.
In the grand finale , a second Colby side
took aft er a second U Maine side, Colby again
had the over-powering psyche and stamina , (except- •
ing those wallowers from the last game), and U Maine
was in the dust. Nick Jans kicked up quite a storm ,
followed by rausted Charlie Jacobs for the field
goal and Colby rolled on. (Better than Haight
in '68)
All of the sides had their victories , but we
know which are sweetest. And beer , that great
equalizer , moved us all to songs of more basic
conquests.

Al Corey
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ka tz meows
by Evan Kat z
COLBY COACHES HIRED FOR WRONG REASONS ? ? ?
There is a considerable amount of tall: around
Colby that in recent years several men's varsity coaches
have been hired with their potential to assist in football
coaching in mind rather than their ability to coach the .
full-time sport for which they were hired.
Student-athletes and others have voiced concent
that some coaches lack sufficient expertise or full-time
dedication to their primary sport.
Some state that in some cases this is caused by
a hiring policy that puts too much emphasis on their
background in football. Others question the fact that
many varsity coaches have graduated from Colby or
University of Maine, thereby.limiting their background.
Of course, examination of Colby 's football record in recent years won't give credence to the football
background theory, but chronic problems in other sports
that surface periodically or upon coaching changes have
raised questions by athletes and others in the Colby
community .
Tlie problem may be a figment of several persons'
imaginations, but then again it may not.
A thorough look at the broad range of hiring policies in the athletic department may yield some interesting findings.

A tip of the cap to Dean of Students Earl Smith
for revising his original restrictions on recreational
areas aroun d campus.
His decree of last Friday was unrealistic , impractical ; and unenforceable. It would have made recreating
around the Quad , in Frat Row , or beside Averill a violation of the posted regulations.
His Monday revisions reflected a much more realistic outlook as the bans hi the aforementioned areas
were lifted. Only the ban on activities on the Chapel
lawn seems to impose hardships on the ballplaying
populace at Colby. And the restrictions on using the
library lawn may hinder frisbee throwing Colby students
The only major problem that the restrictions
seem to impose is their enforceability . Can you imagine Serpico chasing frolph enthusiasts off the library
lawn telling them they must eliminate several holes of
their 18-hole frolph course?

Baseball is a game of streaks. Individual players
are intermittently hot and cold, when several teammates hit hot stre aks simultaneously their club inva riably wins a bundle of games
' Obviously , if the same players get nostalgic and
do their own rendition of the '62 Mets their team will
suffer,
Over the course of a 1 62-game schedule every
major league team will look unbeatable during their
win streaks ancl disgraceful in losing six of seven or
10 of 12 games.
The 1977 New York Yankees are a case in point ,
even at this early juncture.
After an cmbarassingly slow start the Gotham
Gorillas have rebound ed with authority, bearing no resemblance to the pitiful Yankees that lost eight of their
first ten games.
However , it must be pointed out that in the short
,
one
or two weeks , winning ancl losinu streaks mean
run
very little,
During the season protracted peaks and valleys
will play a much more centra l role in determining eventual division winners.
For example , the Milwaukee Brewers or Minnesota Twins may find themselves fi ghting for their respective divisional leads in late June or early July . only
to lose 35 of their next SO games to drop out of sight.
Conversely, the Red Sox or California Angels may

Union

Wants

to L e a v e N E S C A C

by Evan Katz
vision I would proceed with minimal resistance around
campus.
President Bonner and the Board of Trustees supported these moves, and a student poll found that
60% of those responding felt Union should move to
Divison I.
However, two days before the Harkness reinstatement the first in a series of three incidents that have
added new dimensions to the controversy surrounding
the hockey program was revealed.
The BOSTON GLOBE reported that on March
28, Union admissions director Jay Shupe admitted to
"tampering with the dockets (the admissions conference
cards) of a freshman member of the hockey team." He
was suspended effective May 1. and submitted his resignation .
At the same time, the GLOBE arti cle said , a documented letter sent to President Bonner by Williams Presi
dent John Chandler (who reported Harkness' original
NESCAC violation) circulated around the Union campus. The letter alleged that Harkness had not only lied
about his April, 1976 recruiting violation but had also
gotten other persons to help cover up the transgression
f fer which he was eventually suspended.
The third event , which took place ju st before the
Board of Trustees' mid-April meeting involved a faculty member of the Union admissions committee charging
President Bonner with pressuring the admissions office .
The GLO BE article said the faculty member
charged "Bonner with applying pressure on the admissions department to accept certain hockey players with
inferior board scores."
Bonner denied the charge, calling it • "baloney, "
said the GLOBE .
"It's a very unhappy situation ,'' said a Union faculty member quoted in the GLOBE. "A month ago
(mid-March) the college looked like a cinch to get out
of NESCAC with minimal resistan ce on campus.
That is changed now. In light of the events surrounding the Harkness suspension and the admissions scandal , people who were either neutral or adamant about
leaving NESCAC are having secon d thoughts."
With more than a month until final decisions regarding Union 's athletic affiliations are made the
college community will have m ore than adequate time
to ponder the events of tlie past seven weeks.
They 'll have to decide if big-time college hockey
and its accompanying publicity, expectations , frustrations, and headaches can co-exist with the small, liberal
arts, academically oriented atm osphere that has been
Union 's hallmark for over 150 years,

A flurry of "Watergate-like activity at Union College has temporarily halted that school's move to leave
the New England Small C ollege Athletic Conference •(NESCAC) and abandon its Division II hockey status
for a Division I berth.
In mid-April Union's Board of Trustees met at
the Schenectady , New York college to discuss the future of the school's hockey and athletic programs as
they relate to NESCAC membership and NCAA divisional status.
According to Craig Carlson, Union's acting Athletic Director, a decision did not come forth from that
meeting.
"The college has made no decision concerning
its affiliation with NESCAC or the Division I issue,"
he reported. "It appears that the college will arrive at
a decision some time in June. The outcome is very
much undecided at this time."
New revelations, with much broader implications
than the NESCAC violation that Union hockey coach
Ned Harkness was cited for in mid-March, have sur
faced in recent weeks.
These events have severely comp heated the decisions which the college must make.
On March 15 Harkness was suspended for perjuring himself before Union President Thomas Bonner
and violating a NESCAC regulation which stipulates
that members' coaches cannot visit the home of prospective students.
Harkness was reinstated by the college s Board
of Trustees two weeks later on March 30 , with the
college announcing thaf 'the hockey program of Union
College as conducted to date has been inspiring and
helpful at all constituencies of the college."
The tone of that statement reflected President
Bonner's and the Board's willin gness to look towards
the.brighter aspects of Harkness' two-year regime - a
44-5-1 record , and a 6-4 loss to Merrimack College in
the 1977 ECAC Division II finals,
However , Athletic Director Carlson acknowledged
that President Bonner t 'has dealt with Mr. Harkness in
a private way ."
The Board of Trustees has also recommended that
Union give notice that it intends to withdraw from
NESCAC , a necessary prerequisite before securing H ark ness' desired Division I status.
It appeared that the irregularities surrounding the
Union hock ey program had been cleare d up and the
school's intention to jum p from NESCAC and to Di-

Play .500 ball until mid-June and then win forty of
their next 60 games to challenge their divisional leaders.
The real winners and losers in a baseball season
emerge slowly , demonstrating their talents or ineptitudes
over a three , four , or five-month span.
Therefore , no team is unjus tifiably included or
excluded from post-season play as in professional hockey
or basketball . That makes the six month season and
ensuing playoffs and World Scries so meaningful.

While watchi ng Lloyd Free devastate the Celtics
last Friday ntaht 1 had to wonder if the man is mortal.
If scientists can isolate his instinct for finding the hoop,
they 'll make radar obsolete ,
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Chris Pesek was awarded honorable mention
for the Division II All East Team . The Women 's
Eastern Intercollegiate Ski Association determines
the team on the basis of a point total for the
1977 season.
At the ski team 's break-up dinner Chri s
Pesek was selected as captain for next year 's
alpine team. The cross country captai n will be
Barb Neal.
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-s p o f t sL A CROS SE FIND S TR O UBLE
by Peter Goodnow
So far this season, the varsity Lacrosse team has
had its troubles getting untracked. Last week the
Mules dropped two- more contests , the first was to the
UMO Black Bears, 14-8, and the second to Babson ,
12-4. These losses make Colby's record 0 - 4 .
The loss to Maine was a puzzling one, last
year the Mules were able to handle UMO easily in
both contests. Any experienced observer will say that ,
position by position , Colby has more talent this year.
But the Mules let UMO build up a big lead while
playing in an almost lackadaisical fashion In the second half (the last quarter in parti cular) Colby came
alive and started playing good fundamental la crosse,
however , it was a case of the cliche, "too little too late
At Babson , the Mules were up against another
highly-ranked Division II opponent. Babson pretty
much controlled the tempo of the game, and the contest was never really in doubt. The offensive star
of the game was freshman midfielder Tim Cameron ,
wh.o scored all four goals.
Although it is still too early in the season to
make any conclusions, Colby needs a -wm t0 §et itself going. Two good notes, first-string goalie Dave
"Gump " Raymond returned for the UMO game, and
the injury suffered by Capt. Burch was not serious.
The next game is at MIT on Wednesday .

From Ralph Bakshi,
master of animation, comes an
epic fantasy in wondrous color.
A vision of the world, 10 million years
in the future, where Wizards rule the
earth. And the powers of magic prevail
over the forces of technology in the
final battle for world supremacy.

W o m e n 9 s S of t b a l l
Whi p s H u s s o n
by Bev Vayhinder
The first women's varsity softball team in
Colby's history opened its spring season last
Thursday by crushing Husson 39-10, but failed
to make a comeback to defeat UMO , losing
7-4 on Tuesday. Freshman pitching ace
Patty "Bimbom" Valavanis gave a sparkling
performance in both games.
Against Husson Colby collected 19 hits.
Highlights of the game were two grand slams
one by first-baseman Captain Robin Kessler,
the other , on errors, by third baseman Amy
Butch' ' Butcher. The team exhibited strong
batting and fielding skills in their first victory.
The threat of rain forced the cancellation
of a double-header scheduled for last Saturday
against St. Francis. Rumor has it that St. Francis
backed out because they were afraid to face rookie
pitcher Linda "Rosebud" Sndth on the mound.
In their second contest against a strong
UMO team Colby was plagued by lielding errors
which enabled UMO to score 4 uneare
in the 6th inning. UMO scored single runs in the
1st and 2nd innings, Colby took a 3-2 lead
in the 4th inning. Kim Marsli scored on a hit
by Sara "Spider" Russel and Amy Butcher's
2-run homer boosted Colby to a one run lead.
Orono came back to tie the score 3-3 in the 5th
which enabled UMO to score 4 unearned runs, an
inning Colby would like to forget.
The Colby rally in the 7th inning only
produced one run , not enough for a victory .
The team , coached by Gene DeLorenzo ,
travels to Nasson Thursday and is home Saturday
for a double-header against St. Josephs and
Tho mas.

20TH CENTURY-FOX PRESENTS

A RALP H BAKSHI FILM
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AT TENTIO N GRA DUATING SENSOR S

vo lunteers to help with colby 's annual
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61P W a H f 80 " alumni fun d
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to invo lve recent graduates with colby 's fund
raising efforts
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te lethon volunteers - boston telethon
held in may
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p rOS p e t t h e V O l u n t e e r S

- "e or call (anytime) x 268

frank Step henson '62 - associate director of
development

laurie b. fitts '75- development assistant
or fill out the form below and mail to frank or laurie
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April 29 - Friday, 8:00 p.m., Given
Tlie Colby College Trio with lillia^ Garwood ,
piano; Mary H allman. violin; and boroihy Reuman
cello, playing loeillet , Mozart ancl Scbumann.
Admission is free.
May 1 - Sunday at 4:00 p.m. in Jette Cj aj lwy
Chamber Quartet with Ben Ford , ^uitatf ; Tish
Chase, flute; Betsy San din , viola, ^d Im Ann
Meservey, cello , performing works of Vivaldi
and Haydn.
May 3 - Tuesday , 8:00 p.m . WadswoftH
The Studio Band of th.e U.S. Arflt/y fcte Band.
May 5 -- Thursday , 8:00 p.m.. Lorimer cha^&l
Baroque Music for recorder, guitar, atj d flute ,
with works of Bach , Viva ldi , and Scarlatti.
May 8 - Sunday, 8:00 p.m. WadswortJi
Colby Comm-unity Symphony Orchestra , conducted by Peter Re , p erforming Beethoven's
Egmont Overture , Op. 84, and Scliutoann's Conzerto for Piano and Orchestra 0$. 54. with
Andrew Wolf , piano.
Also, the Colby College Glee Clu b sn,& Waterville Area Community" Chorus ccvj idu cted by
Paul Machlin , singing Stravinsky 's Symphony of
Psalms.
May 9 - Monday , 10:30 a. m.. Given
School presentation with Andrew Vfolf, pianist.
May 11 - Wednesday , 6:30, Quad
Pops Concert by Colby Band

art

(Part II of a revie w of the fac ulty exhibit in the
gallery through May 1. This Vaeek ~~- Harriett
Matthews ' sculptu re. )
by Art'iur Gerrfer

The sculpture presented in this allow is generally
on a smaller scale than other things &a.j r|ett Matthews
has shown . Most ot the pieces are t^bie-top sized as
opposed to free-standing, more monumental forms »
Matthews ' works are almost exclusively of welded
steel and the examples display an incredibly complex
technical skill. Several are a combhiatio fl of welded s
steel and plexiglass panels that resemble bydroponic
gardens. These fall into the most interes-iing part of her
work along with other sculptural plant forms , but both
make up only a small portion of the eXHibit.
The most interesting sculptures are flutis h rectangular blocks of steel often mounted upon other
pieces to form a pedestal base gouged and added to
produce miniature landscapes of surra al impact. Evoking
images of stran ge little gardens of tjie mind these works
fall into categories that are qualified by the allusions
that they contain.
One group reflects motifs frorn classical archi
tecture . like the corner of a doric Peristyle similar to
the remains of the Temple of Apollc a t Corinth , while
others feature ranges of twisted collonettes in a weird
sort of Byzantin e styling amid steeUsci'lpted plant and
quasi topographical land forms. Addition al pieces show
vaguely Egyptian ( clusters of pyramids) or Druadic forms
including several ' that 'feature a s piral j dnmigat topped
with Stonehen&e-likc pylons (New %Ccthnd Landscape
1 and VI) . The sacred gr oves of Greek Mythology aw
suggested in a series of work s with tre es sprouting front
their sides.
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The Studio Band of the United States Army
Field Band will present their new program , J azz: A
Grea t American Her itage, in the fieldhouse on Tuesday,
May 3 at 8:00 p.m. The program illustrates the evolution of jazz and displays the different and changing
styles from the inception of the Big Bands to present
day jazz and jazz-rock.
Sponsored by Central Maine Morning Sentinel,
The Studio Band is the official touring jazz ensemble
of the United States Army.
Because America has traditionally been a changing
country, jazz has remained one of our foremost musical forms of unique and innovative quality . The skilled
musicianship and variety of the program should make
for an enjoyabl e evening.
Admission is free but tickets must be obtained
from the Mornin g Sentinel Office in Waterville.

wmhb

This week on the weeken d show, the spotli ghted
artists will be.
THE WHO on Saturday , April 30t h
TRAFFIC on Sunday, May 1st
The album hour this w eek will track both sides
of the Al Dimeola album , "Elegant Gypsy ."
That's this Sunday at 11 p.m. on 91- ROCK.
The gouged and raised tops of these landscapes
conjure up many visual associations . There are hillocks
and mountains raised step-by-step that remind one of
three dimensional U.S. Geodesic Survey maps. Many
surfaces are furrowed into geometric patterning suggestive of air views of the English or Dutch countryside or Grant Wood paintings. There is a strong flavor
of archaeological diagrams to these pieces, especially
seen in a group of five which combine the above with
three dimensional groundplans of ancient structures
that are Greek (Epidarias II) or Near Eastern (Land scap e with Detail from a Mosque Groundplan I) in
extraction.
These weird little patches of landscape are each
intriguing in their own way. Their rigid outline and
diagramatic impact convey much of the same ideal as
contemporary earth art , only pointedly on a much smaller scale . They also suggest the relics of the American
Indian Mound Builders or ultim ately, the giant "chariots
of the gods" pictiographs of South America.
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p hoto gra p h y
SLIDE SHOW
by Joel S, Horn
Faces : Califo rn ia to Maine

poo/o by P. Sacor
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April 30 - Saturday , Alfred Hitchcock's, Psycho, star- |
ring Anthony Perkins, 7 and 9:30 p.m., $1 .00. ??
May 4 - Wednesday, William Wellman's Nothing Sacis ' i':i
a comedy starrin g Carole Lombard , 7 and 9:00 . };
p.m., $1.00.
i
May 6 & 7 - Friday and Saturday . Satyajitu Ray's
|
Distant Thunder, sponsored by Film Direction. ''
It is World War II , the Japanese are in Burma
and the British Empire is threatened. In the
Indian province of Bengal adjacent to Burma , the \
Allies prepare to defend India. The governmen t ?h
buys up all availabl e food grains to stock for
the troops creating a famine of tremendous "pro j • ¦':
o
portions. Ray 's ethereal cinemat ography reveals %
%
in human terms the stark realities of a small
village caught between the basic question of sur- ' ¦'
viva! and of the sacrificing of human , values in
%
search of food and the Distant Thunder of a war £
they do not really know or understand. Winner ':
of the Grand Prize at the Berlin Film Festival x -y
May 9 - Monday, Attica , sponsored by New World . 4
Coalition, 7:00 pm , LI00
:i
Last Grave at Dimbraza. sponsored by Third
World Cultural Festival , 9:30 pm , also on
;
'
Tuesday, May 10, 8*00 , L100.
May 12 - Thursday, The Point and Ghosts on the
Loose, Stu-A, L100, 9:30 pm.
May 13 - Friday, Catch-22 , Stu -A , 7 & 9:30 pm.

EXTRA ! EXTRA ! EXTRA ! EXTRA ! t
Hey, all you nostalgia buffs , the 5O's class and " :
treasured mentor/ruler/guiding light C. Bassett
are sponsoring On the Waterfront with Marlon
. Brando (sigh!), clips of famous prize lights of
-"the 50's, and a newsreel on SUNDAY , May 1
at 7:00 pm in Lovejoy 100. A dmission is mere- ,
ly $1.00 —BE THERE M , . ', ' - y , ^ ; y y ; ' .;

the galtery • • •

The Hitchhiker by T. Higgins p hoto by P. Secdr

Zucchini Zo by 11 Matthews

A pril 29 - Friday, Stu-A is showing the Beatles hi A
Hard Day 's Might at 7 and 11 p.m ., and Katherine Hepburn and Humphrey Bogart in The Afri
can Queen at 9 p.m. Admission is $1.00 for
each showing.

Monday, May 2 , at 9 PM in the Jett e Gallery .
Duo to security reasons no one will be admitted after 9; 10. '

I i' 3;|-x3

The Canadian experience as it was observed in
the 18th and 19th centuries is .the , .theme of the ¦W. IT.
¦¦• Cloverdale Collection of Cann diana.
,-*:>
A portion of the unique exhibit may be y^vvetl
through May" 8 at the Mu.sevy*); pf Art- ., ,. .:;"¦:-' "' " '" ""
Concentrating' Ij eavily'l^ pre^
eastern Canada , ihd -yd iri ^m^.^aier ^b^K^
' A^iin^ .
lithographs and maps 'document' Canada 's. fop.o^aphfe,.1,
<,v
military and social eventsV-p wsohalities ' ah'dl 'wildlife'''' ''
, v ' '¦;y
from Newfoundlan d to British Columbia.
Some of the il lustrations appeared in books ancl
other publications d evoted to travel and exploration "of
the Nortli American continent . and . .mar)y served ' tp, ,
familiarize immigrants from Great Britain und the F,uro
pcan continent with the lan d they would settle and '
develop.
Amon g the notable artists represented are James
Peachcy , James Pattlson Cockburn , W. II. Bartlett ,
William Arms trong and C. W. Jeffreys ,
Selections fro m John James Audubon ' s 'The
Birds of America " ancl "Th e Viviparous Quadrupeds
of North America " nnd a scries of prints from George
Catlitt 's "North American In dian Portfolio " reveal the
richness of the fauna nnd the sociology of the native
peop le of 1 9th centur y North Ameri ca ,
The exhibit' s intent is "to familiarize Americans
with the second nation born during the A merican Rcvc
hi tion , a land whose experience, was shaped by France
and England. "
W. II. Cloverdale wns one of the lendin g eollcetoi
in tlio 1920's who sought to docum ent und preserve
Canadian cul tura l heritage ,

Othello merits status as dedication p lay

April 27 - 30 - Powder and Wig present William Shakespeare's tragedy, Othello, directed.by Richard
Sewell, 8:00 p.m. (Sat. matinee, 2:00 p.m.), Strider Theatre. Saturday evening's performance will
be highlighted by the dedication of the new
theatre with poet David McCord as guest speaker.

by Nancy e Hass
both characters and actors is natural and consistent.
Desdemona-like nearly all Shakespeare s women-is a
very one-dimensional-character, but Schneider's intensity brought a definite fire to the role.
Jenny Holan's Amelia is somewhat weak, her
listes indicating more intelligence and power than
Holan generated . Amelia is not merely, as Iago insists, a fool, but rather a typically dominated 16th
century wife whose insights are finally brought to
a grand climax during the final scene. Holan is
"pure" and witty , but Amelia's strength of character is lost until the very last moment.
One of Othello 's main themes is strength
and weakness and Michael Yeager's powerful Iago is
extremely well-conceived, well-executed, and wellr&ceived. "V"eager has some difficulty with his diction,
some of his lines are slightly slurred, but his range
of expression has truly developed in his most recent
part. Iago is perhaps the most complex character i*
the play as he is constantly metamorphosizing from
"loyal friend" to his actual satanic form. Yeager's
Iago is without a doubt the pinnacle of his acting
career at Colby .
Rob Lefebre as Cassio and Sav Zembillas as
Roderigo are both flawless. Their parts tread the
tenous middleground between major lead and minor
character. Both, handle their roles with a great measure of professionalism , and , as in whatever part they
portray, the audience is captured by them.
The impressive professionalism of most of the
leads is somewhat blunted by the rather weak performances of several of the minor characters. Two
of the four eld erly lords, Bruce Martel and An drew
Deinenger, are played with a true flair for the difficult task of portraying old men, but Jon Smitn
and Bob John both fail tb convey the " aura of,
sagacity or age as the other two octogenarians .
Richard Uchida spent a great deal of effort trying
to weave the illusion of a very bitter, very old man,
"but failed to truly master the complexities of the
role.
I had such a good night even writing this review was fun-sort of a delicious rehashing of a very
enjoyable evening at the theatre. Othello., a play
about "a man who loved not wisely, but too "well,"
is a success for Dick Sewell, Steve Woody, and the
entire cast...and especially for us. And I'm glad
I never smoked that cigarette...

Waiting in the lobby at 7:45, 1 wanted a cigartte very badly. I don't usually smoke and the nicoine craving onlj| overwhelms me when I'm feeling
lervous. In this case the cause was rriy usual skeptiasra about amateur Shakespearean productions which
rept up on me regardless of my intentions of watchng Othello with a critic's clear and obje ctive eye.
I feel pretty silly now. Othello is an incredibly
;omplex and brutal play- wruch. deals with relentessly Shakespeare's ultimate concern : the elusive
lifference betw een good and evil. Obviously, a play
vhich overtly tackles the basic question of what is
iglit may be fantastically enlightening when studied
n a philosophical vein, yet horribly moot and even
)oring to watch. However, Shakespeare 's universal
mnaortality will continue unceasingly because of the
occassional blending of his brilliant (though often
listressingly complex) craftsmanship with a compe;ent , dedicated cast and a talented , imaginative direc:or. My condescending attitude has been thoroughly
purged; I enjoyed Othello very much and my applause
ivas prompted out of pleasure and sincere respect for
ill those connected with the production .
Richard Sewell's direction was lucid and generaly fast-paced . The play did drag in certain places;'
t is a long play and I feel certain that successive
performances will evidence a more flowing rhythm.
Othello 's poetry is not consistently melodic, but there
are constant moments of absolutely mesmerizing
beauty . The words form a perfect web with Steve
Woody's simple grey marble- platform set; sparce, icy,
and extremely effective. Othello, after all is a play
about betrayal and evil and ignorance-not very
warm or frivolous ideas. Woody's design is b arren
and straight-forward, a fine mirror of Sewell's honest
and clear direction.
As in all Shakespearean producti ons, Elizabethan
diction is perhaps the most serious difficulty. I was
afraid that Ayretu Simesso's Ethiopian accent
would dull his effectiveness as Othello. However, he
seems so comfortable with the role that after his
first, speech , I had absolutely no trouble understanding each word and his considerable talent handles the
intensity of the Moor's passion magnificently. His
movements are sometimes rather jerky and the vehement self-torture manifests itself a little unsubtly.
Simesso's finest moments are those with Desdemona. played by Claudia Schneider. The sincerity
of the rapport between Schneider and Simesso as
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theatre

Theatre Technical Apprentice applications are
now being considered for the Lakewood Theatre Apprentice Program. Learn the theory and practice in
each of the different areas of technical theatre, while
working with some of the finest entertainers on today's stage. Contact Michael Yeager. Box 906, Roberts
tr

un teatr o esp anol
On May 8, Los Subrosa will present a play
entitled "La Casa De Bernarda Alba." The play
was written by Federico Garcia Lorca and will be
presented in Spanish.
"La Casa De B ernarda Alba'' is a tragedy
about some aging daughters who are governed by
a domineering mother. The action evolves around
the mother's tormenting world in which a man
is not allowed to exist, and the resulting effect
this has on the daughters ' fight for a man .
Judy Damon plays Bernarda , and Sue Harvey
has the role of Poncia. The play is directed by
Francisco Perez , assisted by Tom Handel.
The play will be in Given Auditoriu m at
3 p.m. Admission is free.
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The Colby Gay Allian ce (CGA) is here.

FIRST-CLASS ENTERTAINMENT. j
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May 8 - "Teatro Los Subrosa" presents Frederico
Garcia Lorca 's La Casa de Bernarda Alba directed by Francisco Perez , Sunday . 3 p.m., Given.
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May 11 - 14 - Peter Weiss' Marat/S ade directed by
Peter Knowlton (77), as part of an ensemble pro
ject including Michael Yeager ('77), who is designing the set. and Chas Cowing ('77). and
Claudia Schneider ('77) who have major parts.
Vinnie Martucci is arranging, scoring, and conducting the music. Wed. - open rehearsal;
Thurs. — performance at 9 p.m., Friday and
Saturday , performances at 8 p.m. Strider Theatre
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A number of us are interested in starting
a gay organization agai n here on cam pus.
We 'd like to see the Colby gay community
get it together—If you 're interested ^ write to:

J

The Colby Gay AUiaacc
P.O. Box 852
Waterville, Mai ic 04901
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may 5 thru 8
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T-shirts

on sale next week

White Mountain Notional Blend ,
May 6 in the gym.
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Events all day Saturday
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Live hand Saturday nig ht on Frat Row
Play tunes Saturd ay - call Ren Dav ids
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Chariot Race and Tu g of War
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FREE BEER ALL WEEKEN D!!
Colby
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CHARIOT RACE ! ! !
Spring Carnival Weekend
teams or d
Prize for the Winners
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AB OVE ALL WE NEED HELP FROM YOUII
Come to the IFC meeting Tuesday,May 3rd,
10:00 pm on 2nd floor Roberts or call Tom
Gilligan. ext. 553.

t

ene *g y newscarte r 's new ener gy prop osal
Mr. Carter deserves a few praises for mentioning
coal and its potential as an energy source and for asking
a few companies to invest in coal-powered generators .
The U.S. is presently facing an increasingly danMr. Carter, however, did not emphasize the importance
gerous situation: too much, energy waste and too much
that coal is going to have in the next 20 to 40 years
dependency on foreign oil which, makes it vulnerable
before it becomes increasingly too difficult to mine
to influence yfrqm abroad. So the Garter Administra- it. The technology in the coal industry has been much
tion has come up with an energy program designed
developed. Sub-surface coal can be extracted mechanito counteract the aforementioned fears. Let's review
habilitated. Coal-powere d plants have been around for
the overall structure to see its potentialities.
more than 80 years, and the technology for the conThe Energy Program proposes the following:
version of coal to petroleum is already in full swing
-Raise of gasoline taxes C5 cents each year, up to 50
in South Africa and it eventually might become the
cents cumulatively)
best armament that S.A. will have when confronted
with the majori ty question.
-Tax increases for domestic oil (fro m $8.00 to that
The coal area is one that cannot wait until the
of imported oil, which is up to $14.50/barrel)
system of punishment and rewards start working in 6
-Taxes up to $2 ,500 for . purchasing of cars with pooi
gas mileage and rebates of up to $500 for mileto 10 years, and it appears to any reasonable mind
that the President should have spelled out some manage efficient cars.
-Bring the aatural gas price up to a degree proportional
datory regulations for most industries to turn to coalto that of oil.
powered generators in the next two to three year period
It is both a pity and a disgrace that the U.S. has been
The goals of the program ave:
sitting on what is probably the richest coal deposits
Reduce current annual growth rate in energy consump
known in the world and never has had the determination, now standing at 5% to less than 3%.
tion to exploit them tb their fullest (coal only proReduce gas consumption by 10%. This combined with
vides for 18%. of the U.S. energy needs.). The People's
the first proposition would eventually cut oil
Republic of China, although it has ample oil and coal
imports to less than 6 million barrels/day . Curreserves, opted for powering 90% of its industrial marent imports are above 13 million barrels per day .
chinery with coal-powered generators Only until re¦Increase coal production from 665 million to 1 billion
cently, China expanded their oil-extracting capabilitons by 1985. , '
ties to be able to export one million metric tons to
\
Use solar energy in 2&'million homes in America.
Japan in 1973. This can teach us a good lesson :
first of all, it could have been perfectly possible for
Although this plan, appears to, be austere and rethe U.S. to power most of its industries with coal. The
volutionary in its precepts it is nonetheless too soft
failure to do so is probably the result of the machinations of the oil companies which protect their remunera
and conservative in its measures. For one thing, Mr.
people
to
five interests in such a way that it has made them very
Carter relies too heavily on the will of the
influential to the point where they could actually dicmake sacrifices and profoundly believes in economic
tate how the U.S. should meet its energy needs. If
tax incentives and disincentives to cure all the symptoms
the U.S. had only invested half of that money in coal
of an energy wasteful society. Most people, for inand/or solar energy research, the country would have
stance, will happily pay $1.00 for a gallon of gas if renever found itself with its influence and power eroded
quested to do so by the gas station. Americans have
due to the energy crisis.
a bargain if we consider that the pooref Europeans
are paying an average of $1.50 per gallon. Even though
In the long run , every country, including the
,
they get better mileage they still have to pay 40 to 50
U.S., knows that it cannot depend on coal forever .
cents more for the same mileage. The rich, by the
The necessity of solar energy will become imperative.
same token , would care less if they had to pay " an exMr. Carter's goal of having 2Vi million homes powered
tra $2 ,500 in taxes for a Mercedes or a Cadillac. All :
by solar energy in the next 15 years is at best a weak
this will create is a wider gap between the classes.
compromise , especially if we consider the other 50
Being confronted by what Mr. Carter calls the
million houses in this country .
"mpral equivalent to war " the program is notorious
Mr. Carter also failed to allocate more money
for-.the ' zero emphasis on mass transportation. "'Towns
for fusion research (as opposed to fission) that prolike;..Watervilleare destined to never have a public bus
mises the possibility for cheap and clean energy for
service. This is an area where.the U.S. could learn
eons to come. Let's not forget what Prof. Dudley
by Hooking at Russia and China . These two countries ,
said a couple of weeks ago: "One way or another, the
which have a combined population of well above 1.3
only long term answer is the sun or its energy generabillion, and with only 35% of the number of vehicles
ting process."
that the U.S. possesses, don't have alarming energy
The Energy Program did not even mention the
problems, thanks to a very effective and well-developed
possibility of other energy sources besides the geothermal
maqs transportation system. Keeping in mind that
To mention three that could be potentially useful:
hatf of all the oil consumed by the U.S. (11 million
wind , tidal , and wood burning (of which we have albarrelSrper day) .eventually.ends up in the gasoline
ready been made aware by Colby's Schlessinger Mr
stations , Mr. Carter's proposals seem to be rather rnolliCohen.
fy ig . . . .. , . ,, , .
To sum up then , the Energy Program propose d
.
,';_ The Presdient also announced that he would like
by the Carter Administration is a good exercise in
toispe an acceleration in the licensing of nuclear power
non-ingenious and unimaginative measures which is
plants so that their 3% energy contribution can innonetheless a step in the leadership of solving the
crease to about i7% by 1985. The number of these
energy problems of this country . However it seems
plants will be 133 when that point is reached. Mr .
to be the opinion of 45% of all Americans that the
Carter, being an ex-nuclear engineer , seems to have
crisis is for real, and if this is so, a leap with tremenfo^atten,|h^,ianger.pC.nycleaj radioactivewastes
dous thrust and not a small step in energy conservawhlcli ii'ave toVd stored for ' more t h an 25,000 years
tionary policies is needed.
and for which we don't have the proper technology.
Mr. Carter seems in a way to be working on the side
of the companies that are in charge of the nuclear
plants. For the good of this country, the President
should have banned tlie proliferation of the nuclear
power plants by putti ng a ceiling on the already large
40 Eliri St
number that are functional (63). This is estimated to
, W1
R7SUUJli
be more than enough to provide for the already outORDER S TO TAKE OUT ° *^
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e n e r g y m o n ey
incentive
to c h a n g e
by Peter Colin
Federal money may become available to
Colby due to President Carter's new energy proposals. The effort's taken this winter at Colby to
conserve energy are just the things the Carter
plans advocate: reduced demand of electricity
during peak hours, tight seals around windows and
doors, education in new energy habits , and every
in dividual pitching in.
Federal funds can take Colby a step further :
towards hundreds of storm windows building
insulation and solar energy. Congress may provide
monetary incentives through low cost loans or
tax rebates.
Investigations have been under way for
months as to the possibility of solar collectors
supplying a portion of the Field House's hot water,
The water comes out of the ground just degrees
above" freezing. If the sun could heat it up to even
65 ° F, oil could be saved. The money saved on oil
could eventually pay tor the solar collectors.
The budget for Buildings and Grounds does
not contain the large sums needed for this type
of equipment . Likewise, improving building insulaiton and storm windows for the whole campus
are extraordinary energy conservation investments.
The Board of Trustees has been cautious to budjjet
special money for these projects. Low cost Federal energy loans or tax rebates may be just the incentive needed for the Board of Trustees to consider alternatives to oil and new answers to energy
waste.

nuclear
civil
disobedience
by Brian Cullen

On April 30, ten Waterville area people will
engage in an act of civil disobediance at the site
of the Seabrook (N.H.) nuclear power station.
The April 30 action is being sponsored by
the Clamshell Alliance, a New England coalition
of anti-nuclear groups dedicated to halting nuclear
power through "non-violent, direct action ." The
Clamshell Alliance hopes to enlist the participation of hundreds of people throughout the
region.
The Waterville contingent is one of several
Maine grou ps that have pledged to partake in the
April 30 , 'Citizen's Occupation. " Two of the
ten are presently students at Colby .
During the past summer , over two hundre d
people were arrested in connection with protest
activities at the Seabrook site. More recently in
the March referendum the town of Seabrook voted
to ban the "use, storage and transportation of
radioactive materials." Construction at present continues while a final Nuclear Regulatory Commission
ruling is awaited.
The April 30 occupiers say they are prepared to remain on the site until construction is
terminated. There will be a demonstration in support of the occupiers on Sunday, May 1 at the
Hampton State Park.
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Each semester, Congresswom an Holtzman
invites several students to work full-time in her
Brooklyn and Washington offices. The Brooklyn
program emphasizes case work and community
relations, with some research as well. The Washington program emphasizes issue-oriented work,
including legislative research and correspondence.
Interns in t>oth offices are also expected to help
with the routine chores necessary for the functioning of Congressional offices.
Students can apply for an internshi p by
sending a letter, resume and short writing
sample to Rodney N. Smith, Administrative
Assistant, 1025 Longworth House Office Building,
Washington , D.C. 20515. Students should be
sure to include telephone numbers where they
can be reached at home and at school. They
should also indicate whether they prefer the
Brooklyn or Washington offices , both of which,
in our view, offer valuable experiences.
Applications for the Fall'77 semester should
be in by May 31. To help us evaluate each
applicant, we prefer a personal interview, either
in Brooklyn or Washington , but interviews can
be conducted by telephone if necessary.
See Dean Downing for further information.

¦-

JOBS
A summer internship in Politics and Public Service
will be offered by the Washington Institute for Women
in Politics in cooperation with Mt. Vernon College
supervised by Dr. Susan Tolchin.
The small group will work 5 full days per week
in individual placements — government agencies, on
Cap :x )l Hill , for journalists, interest groups , will meet
once a week for a seminar under the direction of the
faculty and with outside speakers.
Dates : June 6 to July 22
Cost: $600 for tuition and $189 for room (on
Mt. Vernon campus)
Both men and w omen accepted. 6 credits (flexible).
For information see Doris Downing.

The New York Public Interest Research Group
Inc. (NYPIRG) has several internships available to
students for the fall of 1977. NYPIRG is New York
state's largest private consumer/environmental/governmental reform organization.
Interships include a study of the Hudson River
water quality, work on the New York State Constitution, work with an attorney on small claims court
cases, and work in organizing public education programs
Normally, no stipends are offered for intern work
However, flexible credit may be available .

PLACE : Southport Yacht Cluh ; W. Southport , Me.
JOB: Teach advanced sailing and racin g tacti cs to
jun ior club members (age 13-17)
TIME : Late June to Labor Day
CONTACT: William S. Butler
7 Williams St.
Boothbay Harbor
(207) 633-2252
Two job s in business are available, one with New
England Telephone and one with Dead River Company.
Come to the Career Counseling Office for details.
See Sum mer Job Openings on the Summer Job
Bulletin Board in the Career Counseling Office LJ 110.

Place: Wadsworth Gymnasium
Time: 6:00 Cocktail Hour
7:00 Dinner
8:30 Dance
Dress: Get Decked !
Come alone or bring a friend! Get psyched for the
first of three pre-giaduation bashes!!! Donations
optional.

LOST & FOUND
LOST: rawhide key ring with 3 room keys and
one mail key attached. Also attached , one gold
medallion. Call x. 324-.
Will the person who borrowed my raincoat indefinitely
please return it (to 118 Peppe r). The coat has been I
missing since Sunday morning; it is yellow , knee-length,
and has my name - Mike Childers -•• on the inside.
All efforts will be appreciated.
CANOE STOLEN: A canoe was stolen fro m the canoe
rack near Johnson Pond last Wednesday night . "COC"
and "5" are painted in red on the bow. There is a
$25 reward for information leading to the recovery of S
the canoe. Call Henry Banks , ext. 536.
FOUND: Pair of glasses with multi colored frames, in
Coburn . If yours, call ext. 235 or go to head resident's
apartment.
—

FOR SALE
FOR SALE: 1974 , 550 Honda. Fast, clean,
$800. Call John G. (510).

The " first annual Meduxnekeag River Canoe
Race will be held on Saturday, April 30, on a
12-mile stretch of the Meduxnekeag River. Preregistration for the event, sponsored by the ,.
Ricker College Business Club , can be obtained
at Almon H. Fogg, Co., Cleale's Family Restau rant , and The Cedar Shed.
Canoe classifications will cover all sizes
and mixed doubles categories with a family class
event included. There will also be an open class
with som e unusual entries. Trophies will be
awarded in all classes.
Registration , numberi ng, and briefing , between
7:00 am. and 9:00 a.m „ will be at the Ricker
College cafeteria , where a pancake breakfast
will be available. Safety procedures will be covered
at the registration and all contestants will be
required to have over-the-shoulder life jackets.
For contestans under 20 years of age ., written
parental consent is necessary .
For further information contact; Ricker
College Business Club , Ricker College, Houlton ,
Me. 04730.

Spring Carnival.
Recor d Raffle tickets are available outside dinin g halls at dinner. Chance to win 25
albums of your choice at DeOrseys. Tickets
only 2/S1.00.

Students are needed to study possible changes
in the Student Association Constitution and to
consider improved methods of representation at
Colby.
Those interested please contact Sid Mohel ,
Committee Chairperson , ext. 533.

RECRUITING
May 12
Katharine Gibbs School.
See Career Counseling 0 ffice to sign for interview time.

POWDER & WIG

CANOE TRIP

FOR SALE : K2 Winter heats new. 200 cm. 390.4
Call Ron at ext. 359.
Waterbed for sale, good condition 6 ft.
x 7 ft., complete with heater. Call Mike Faraca,
ext. 578, $50.
Want to Sell: Standard cube refrigerator , w ith
ice trays and 12 inch legs. Two years old,
very quiet. $50 it's yours. Call ext. 307.

AUTOPARTS, INC
KENNEDY MEMORIAL DRIVE
OAKLAND

Auto Parts, Paints & Marine Supplies
WHERE EXPERIENCE COUNTS
Ask about our free $$3^0? 6°%
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COL LEGE
PAINTING
SERV ICE

A spectacular red sun rose at 5:32 this morning.
You missed it.
Too bad.
—Staff

i

.

_,_ Free Estimate , Call Mike Dewlre at x 341.
.
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Professional Mousepainting by
Experienced Colby Students
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Powder & Wig would like to invite everyone
who has worked on this years shows to a wine
and cheese party Sunday, May 1st at 4:00 pm
in Smith Lounge. All welcome!

WHITE WATER TRIP THIS WEEKEND: There wUl •
be a white water canoe trip this weekend Saturday ancl
Sunday, the 30th and 1st. Call Jon Reisman at
ext 525 for more information.

Peter-—seminar tonight in your room.
Hope the room ies don 't mind.
Get well.

The Senior Dinner-Dance will be held this Saturday April 30;

CAN OE HACE
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GONG SHOW
Last Chancel! ^ We have moved the date for late
entries to April 29th at 5 p.m. We have openings for
15 more acts . If interested contact Chris Noonan at
ext. 510, Majofie "Pete" Gonzales at ext. 334, Peter
Red Both well at ext. 378, or Nancy Seeds at ext. 548 .
First prize around $99.79 plus Gong Show
trophy. All participants receive free T-sliirts. The show
will begin at 8:0O in Foss Dining Hall on May 5th.

THEATRE

J AN PLAN

Will students interested in a Theatre Jan
Plan in London please see Irving Suss, Miller
Library 203D, for details.

SIGH
Hey . all you nostalgia buffs , the 50's class and
treasured mentor/ruler/guiding light C. Bassett
are sponsoring On the Waterfront with Marlon
Brando (sigh!), clips of famous prize fights of the
_ 50's, and a newsreel on SUNDAY , May 1 at 7:00 " pm
in Lovejoy 100. Admission is merely $1.00
Be There!!

YEARBOOK
Anyone interested in doing layout work for the
yearbook should call Peter Secor at ext. 551. Experience is not necessary. If you have any pictures that
you want to put in the ye arbook bring them to DKE
or cali Sneaky or Mark at 551.

RAFT WAR
ENTE R NOW! ! The first annual Colby raft war.
Where : Johnson Pond
When : Saturday May 7, 1977 , Sprin g Carnival
Weekend.
Time: 4:00 p.m.
Enter as a fraternity, sorority, or group . You can
create your own raf t or use the ones that will be provided. Sign up with Ed Smith or Mike Viniconis, Pepper 223, 872-9814 by Thursday May 5. Prizes for
the winners.

RANDOM

PUB N IGHT
COME.,PART ICIPATE

A technical translator/interpreter (French,
Spanish, German ) and research chemist would enj oy corresponding with some students at Colby.
Contact:
Sidney Simon
27 Loftus Road
London W. 12

and

ENJOY!il

HAPPY BIRTHDAY PEPSI ! ! !

—what a G reat t\m€ topai;spa bills

Special thanks to Herb Thomas Sam
Cremin and John Hickok for a great time in
Bermuda.
Barbery Byfield
¦•
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H AV E YOU TRIED THE
BATTIN G CAGE AT

RUMMEl'S

B'S

Only IU miles from Colby
Roast Beef 2/ $1.50

Season

I

1/ $.80

l, tardifHjewelek
40 Nam Street | j

waterville . Mq.

WE 'LL DELIVER IF YOU CALL US
COME ON OUT FOR A BEER AND BUR GER

Open Weekdays Till 11pm Weekends Till lam
_____________________________

-MMROCH EMiNh
OF T H E T E N U R E S Y S T E M

IN D E F E N S E

-b y W ay n e L. S m i t h
There are many other topics besides tenure that
I would feel more comfortable discussing. Some of
these more comfortable topics include the role of chemistry in our society, thermodynamics and folklore,
beer making, energy sources of the future, or corrosion.
But I have decided to discuss the tenure system for
two reasons. First , there appears to be a fair amount
of interest among students in the tenure system and
the way it works, particularly as it affects them. Secondly , there was a recent editorial in the ECHO suggesting that on the whole tenure is a "very bad system.
I disagree with that stance , and this article is intended
to be a partial rebuke of that editorial.
Although 1 speak as current president of the Colby
chapter of AAUP (American Association of University
Professors) I do not suggest that I give an official chapter position on tenure . The comments here are purely
. . . he or she is expected to exhibit an
excellence in teaching to produce some
scholarly works in his or her field and to
contribute to the life of the college
my personal reflections on tenure. They are derived more fro m a fair amount of thought and impromptu discussions on the subject than fro m extensive rea ding. First let's briefly consider how the tenure system
works at Colby. Any incoming faculty member has a
seven year probationary period. During that time he
or she is expected to exhibit an excellence in tea ching,
to produce some scholarly works in his or her field ,
and to contribute to the life of the college. The latter
category is not as clearly defined as the others but may
include such diverse activities as serving on college committees, advising playing in the community orchestra or on
on the faculty softball team , or even writing articles
for the ECHO. At the end of the probationary period ,
the professor is either given a one year terminal appointment or what amounts to a permanent contract until
retirement. The decision is obviously a crucial one
for both the individual and the college and no one takes
it lightly. There is first a department al recommendation and then a careful review of the individual's quali
fications by the Committee of Nine. This Committee
of Nine is comprised of professors selected from the
college at wide. It is currently partially appointive and
partially elective, but will soon be entirely elective. The
decision of the committee must then be ratified by the
administration and the Board of Trustees. Once a person has tenure' the only grounds for dismissal are a demonstrated ineptitude , moral turpitude , or financial
exigency . These are not easily applied or proved criteria , and it is relatively rare for a tenured person to
lose his job.
Now let's consider the question of why tenure
should exist in the first place. My friends in industry,
where I once worked , are always quick to point out
that there is no tenure in industry. Indeed there is not ,
and I have friends with Ph.D. 's who have been fired
from industrial positions, not because of incompetence,
but simply because the company decided to drop that
position, Some of these people had more than fifteen years
years of service with the company when they were
fired, I know others who were forced into early retiremen t at approximately age 55 , an age that makes one
almost unemployable. Partial compensation for these
uncertainties comes in the form of salaries that are between 50% and 100% higher than academic salaries.
But the situations are not really analogous. A person
in industry in supposed to do and say whatever is in the
best interests of the company, as long as the positions
are bot h morally and legally d efensible , If he floes not ,
he is in danger of being fired.
For a professor Ln a college, the situation 'is quite
different. We are not talking about the nebulous area
of academic freedom. A professor is expected to seek
and speak tho truth , regardless of where the truth lies,
in both classes ancl scholarly work. It is this area
of academic freedom that comprises the major distinction between acadejnic and industrial j obs. Virtually any subject has some controversial areas. If both
sides of and issue can not be openly discussed in the

classroom, the student is clearly the loser. Without
some form of job security it is quite likely that the less
popular side would not be discussed. In my mind there
is no way to separate academic freedom from some
sort of job security . Primarily for this reason I am
convinced that some form of tenure must exist.
As a partial illustration of the point of the inseparability of job security and the right to openly discuss
the issues, let's briefly consider the early 1-950's. One
would hope that by this time, everyone is familiar with
the excesses of McCarthyism. (That would be Senator
Joe, not Senator Gene.) Other than the State Department , Senator McCarthy focussed much criticism on
academe and the entertainment business. Most professors were prote cted by tenure , and not many were
fired as a result of McCarthy's accusations. Many
screen writers, actors., and singers were less fortunate,
their phones simply stopped ringing, and they became
virtually unemployable. For many, this situation persisted for as long as ten years. If one reflects on the
revelations connected with Watergate , it is clear that a
new era of McCarthyism could emerge.
Let's also reflect for a moment on the question
of quality. Although debatable, it is generally tru e that
the graduates with the greatest ability are attracted
to the academic life . Certa^'v the nembers of t u e
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versities. Why then should people of ability be attracted to teaching? There are many intangibles , but the
relative security provided by tenure is an important
factor despite the lower salaries. ¦>In fa ct , there is rea son to believe that the guarantee of tenure has allowed
Colby and other colleges to acquire a quality faculty

A professor is expected to seek and speak
the truth in both classes and scholarly work.
"on the cheap.' If colleges were forced to compete with
industry and govern ment by way of short-term contracts , the cost would certainly go up. As students are
well aware, much of this cost would be borne by them.
Now let's consider some other aspects of the
tenure system. It is true that tenure is a flexible system and has the potential for abuse. A prime example
of abuse often cited is the professor who slows down
or "retires at 36." The academic world is replete with
examples of flexible systems that can be abused. Some
other examples are pass/fail grading, voluntary attendance , and the Jan Plan. There seems no clamor among
students to got rid of these. All such flexible systems
must rely on a certain amount of good faith. On the
whole, I think they work sufficiently well that only
minor adju sting is necessary , If you note the careful
selection process for achieving tenure the chances for
such abuse , such as "retirement at 36" . become relatively small. There arc many in cluding myself who
publish more, give more professional talks , teach more
courses, and have more miscellaneous duties at Colby
after gaining tenure.
There are two other aspects of the relative j ob securit y of tenure that work to the benefit of tho college
and ultimately the student. One of these is an educational experimenation, Many new courses and edu-

cational approaches are introduced by tenured professors. Without some " form of job security, people wouKjj
be less apt to experiment and run risks than, to follow
the tiled and true methods. A second area is that of
institutional loyalty. At Colby, and other colleges,
there is a remarkable loyalty to the institution and its
unique qualities. Our colleges would be mueh^different
places, with much less personality, without this loyalty. People who are constantly looking for other j obs
rarely devel op much allegian ce to their current employer. My experience in industry attests to that.
We m ight also im agine another aspect of what it
would be like if Colby did not have a tenure system.
Any prudent professor would be constantly looking for
another job . The general advice¦in industry is "always v "
keep your resume up to date. ' Anyone who has
looked for a job lately will assure you that it is a timeconsuming chore. The time necessary for this chore
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is most apt to come from the time spen t in informal
conversations or advising students . It is not apt to come
from teaching or research, both of which will make the
individual more employable elsewhere. The opportunity for informal contacts with students is one of the
things that makes Colby a pleasant place to teach. I
would hate to see this contact between students and
faculty lost.
Note that I do not suggest that tenure is a perfect
system. There is nothing on earth that could not be
improved. But when I consider the most obvious alternatives, such as no tenure or unionization , I am convinced that the present arrangement is superior. It is
true that the present system puts a tremendous burden ,|
on an individual at the outset of his career. There is
little opportunity for slow starters or for a serious
first mistake. It is up or out. That is not , however,
unique to the academi c environment. And despite its'
seeming severity, it is probably not all bad. It does
force the college to make de cisions and not permit
young assistant professors to remain in a state of limbo
out of a mixtrue of compassionate charity and unwillingness to make hard decisions. The iMivirh.nl can at
least return to the job market while he is more employ-fl
able and with more options.
There is another situation which is becoming increasingly problematical with the present tight academic
job market. Some individuals who are clearly competent and therefore tenurable, are not given tenure because
there is no room left in the department. This is a dilemma that has no easy solution , and perhaps no com- "
plicated solution either .
A periodic review of tenured professors is often
su ggested and could be a beneficial t hing if handled
properly, or negate the entire concept if handled badly,
My fears are that it would be a cumbersome , time-con suming procedure with little profit . If the initial tenure
decisions are well done , it is also unnecessary.
Another possibility is an optional early retirement
program. If early retirement could be made sufficiently attractive financially, there are probably some members of the faculty who would be willing to retire eariyWi
or go on part-time status. This of course would open
up more positions for younger fa culty.
There are undoubtedly other options that could
improve the tenure system. But I remain convinced
that the basic concept is sound and must remain if
colleges and universities are to remain places where one
can seek the truth.
Perhaps I could best close with a quote I discovered after writing the above comments.

Academic freedom and tenure do not exist because of
a peculiar solicitude foi the human beings who staff our aoa
domic institutions. They exist, instead, in order thnt society
may have the benefit of honest judgment and independen t
criticism which otherwise might he withheld because of fear
of offending a dominant social group|
or a transient social
|
attitude
-Byte and Joughin, Tenure in Higher Education

